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Preface
Welcome to the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne documentation.

Documentation Accessibility
For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle Accessibility Program website at  http://
www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc .

Access to Oracle Support
Oracle customers that have purchased support have access to electronic support through My Oracle Support. For
information, visit  http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=info  or visit  http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/
lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs  if you are hearing impaired.

Related Information
For additional information about JD Edwards EnterpriseOne applications, features, content, and training, visit the JD
Edwards EnterpriseOne pages on the JD Edwards Resource Library located at:

http://learnjde.com

Conventions
The following text conventions are used in this document:

Convention Meaning

Bold
 

Boldface type indicates graphical user interface elements associated with an action or terms defined in
text or the glossary.
 

Italics
 

Italic type indicates book titles, emphasis, or placeholder variables for which you supply particular
values.
 

Monospace
 

Monospace type indicates commands within a paragraph, URLs, code examples, text that appears on a
screen, or text that you enter.
 

> Oracle by Example
 

Indicates a link to an Oracle by Example (OBE). OBEs provide hands-on, step- by-step instructions,
including screen captures that guide you through a process using your own environment. Access to
OBEs requires a valid Oracle account.
 

i

http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=info
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs
http://learnjde.com
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1  Introduction to JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
Batch Versions

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Batch Versions Overview  
Oracle JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Batch Versions is a tool that you use to create and process versions of report
templates.

You can use Batch Versions to:

• Create batch versions.

• Define processing options, data selection and data sequencing, and review version detail.

• Check out batch versions, check in batch versions, erase the check out, and copy version specifications to the
enterprise server.

• Modify batch versions without changing the report template specifications.

• Submit batch versions for processing and override processing options, data selection, and data sequencing at
runtime.

• Review batch version processing by using BrowsER, the report cover page, and logs for reporting.

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Batch Versions
Implementation  
This section provides an overview of the steps that are required to implement Batch Versions.

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Batch Versions Implementation Steps  
In the planning phase of the implementation, take advantage of all JD Edwards sources of information, including the
installation guides and troubleshooting information.

This table lists the steps for the Batch Versions implementation.

• Using Oracle's JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Security Workbench, set up permissions to access and use JD
Edwards EnterpriseOne Object Management Workbench (OMW) and the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Batch
Versions application.

See "Using Security Workbench," "Managing Application Security" in the   JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools
Security Administration Guide   .

• Add yourself to the system in a developer role so that you have permissions to create and modify JD Edwards
EnterpriseOne objects.

See "Configuring User Roles and Allowed Actions," "Setting Up User Roles" in the   JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
Tools Object Management Workbench Guide   .

1
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• Set up permissions to create OMW projects.

See "Configuring User Roles and Allowed Actions," "Setting Up Allowed User Actions" in the  JD Edwards
EnterpriseOne Tools Object Management Workbench Guide   .

• Set up activity rules to allow you to promote projects in OMW.

See "Configuring Activity Rules" in the   JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools Object Management Workbench Guide 
.

• Set up save locations to enable you to save JD Edwards EnterpriseOne objects that are not ready to be checked
in.

See "Configuring Object Save Locations" in the   JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools Object Management
Workbench Guide   .

• Set up default locations and printers.

See "Working with Report Printing Administration" in the   JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools Report Printing
Administration Technologies Guide   .
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2  Understanding Batch Versions

Report Writing  
Oracle JD Edwards EnterpriseOne provides reports across many systems to meet your business needs, including:

• JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Financial Management

• JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Human Capital Management

• JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Logistic

• JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Manufacturing

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne reports can be processed and viewed in these formats:

• Online in PDF

• In hardcopy

Report can be sent to a printer.

• In a spreadsheet program

Reports can be exported to a spreadsheet program.

To help you meet all of your business needs, you can create versions of these reports. Using the JD Edwards
EnterpriseOne Batch Versions application on either the Microsoft Windows client (P98305) or the web client (P98305W),
you can create versions to present specific information that is vital to your business.

Report Processing  
You cannot process a report without a batch version. From the Microsoft Windows client, batch versions are submitted
for processing and can be processed either locally or on the server. Typically, servers are faster, so processing on a
server is more efficient. From the web client, batch versions are submitted on the server only. Once submitted, a batch
version runs without user interaction. You do not interact with the report again until processing is complete.

Once you have submitted a batch version for processing, you have no control over the flow of the attached logic. You
must make changes to the flow of logic in Oracle's JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Report Design Aid (RDA) and resubmit
the batch version.

Table Conversion Processing  
You run table conversions by submitting batch versions. Table conversions are a type of batch process that enables you
to rapidly manipulate the data in tables. Like batch applications, table conversions include a template and associated
versions. You can override some of the properties within a version at runtime.

3
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This table describes the conversion types used by the Oracle's JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Table Conversion tool to
manipulate data:  

Conversion Type Description

Data Conversion
 

Enables you to transfer or copy data from an input table or business view into output tables using the
logic necessary to perform the transfer.   
 
You can also use Data Conversion to update records in a table or business view.
 

Data Copy
 

Enables you to copy tables from one data source or environment to another data source or
environment, when the tables are identical.
 

Data Copy with Table Input
 

Enables you to copy tables based on information from an input table.
 
For example, the input table might provide information about which tables are copied, the location to
where they are copied, and so on.
 

Batch Delete
 

Enables you to delete records from a table or business view.
 

See "Table Conversions" in the   JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools Table Conversion Guide   .

Output Management  
Output management refers to the different output options that you have available for reports, such as: 

• File types

You can output reports to different file types such as, PDF, OSA, and CSV.

• Printers

You can output a report to multiple printers, locally or globally. You can send versions of a report to different
printer drawers or to printers across the country.

• Forms and paper sizes

You can output reports to forms and define custom paper sizes.

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne accommodates simple output processes such as viewing a report online or sending it to a
network printer.

See   JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools Report Printing Administration Technologies Guide  .

4
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Report Components  
A report exists as a set of specifications that are read by the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne batch engine for processing. You
can create variations of a report template using batch versions. The first step in creating a report is to create a report
object within JD Edwards EnterpriseOne. This report is actually a template from which multiple versions can be created.

See    JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools Report Design Aid Guide   .

Report Templates  
Report templates are the master specifications created in RDA. These specifications describe the report to the batch
engine and define how the data is selected, sorted, displayed, and formatted.

RDA includes a Report Director that you can use to guide you through the report development process. You begin the
report development process by selecting: 

• Sections to include in the report.

• An appropriate business view.

• Fields for the section layout.

• Records to be included in the report.

Batch Versions  
Batch versions read the master specifications from the report template. The sections and fields that you select in the
report template appear in the associated batch versions. However, batch versions typically differ slightly from the report
template. You can define different data selection, data sequencing, and processing options for each batch version. 

There are also several report specifications that can be overwritten at the version level, including: 

• Layout

• Data selection

• Event rules

• Database output

• Data sequencing

Batch versions enable you to preserve template integrity while providing custom processing to meet a specific business
need. Instead of creating a separate report template to provide multiple variations of a report, you can create one report
template with multiple batch versions. For example, you might design a monthly variance report that contains totals for
the entire company. If you need to run a quarterly variance report that includes only data for the Western region, you
can create a version of the report template and define data selection to meet the requirement. 

Batch versions process the specifications read from the report template and any changes that are overwritten in the
version. Batch versions first read the master specifications from the report template, then override these specification
with the version specifications. You can create additional batch versions by either adding a new version or copying an
existing version. 

5
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Batch Versions  
In JD Edwards EnterpriseOne, the design for report templates and batch processes are stored in the report template
specifications. Batch versions are variations on the report template. They use all of the same report definition
information as the template but can also contain changes to the way the report is processed or displayed. Depending on
how security is applied to the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne applications, end users can select different batch versions or
create new batch versions based on business requirements. 

Versions are a powerful and convenient way to modify the behavior of reports. Typically, administrators control the
creation, modification, and location of the initial batch version files. When you upgrade JD Edwards EnterpriseOne or a
specific application to a new release level, you can apply the existing batch versions without additional modification.

When you process a batch application (that is, when you submit a batch job) you must use a batch version. Depending
on how the report was designed, when you submit the batch version you might have the option to override:  

• Processing option values

• Data sequencing

• Data selection

• Default locations

For example, you have a report that prints financial information that is required by two different audiences: an American
subsidiary and a French subsidiary. For the American subsidiary, you can create a batch version that displays financial
information in U.S. dollars for a specific time period and formats the report for American-sized paper. For the French
subsidiary, you can create a version that displays financial information in euros for a different time period and formats
the report for European-sized paper. You can also display additional information in the report by inserting additional
fields into the batch version.

Characteristics of Batch Versions  
This table defines the characteristics of batch versions:

Characteristics Definition

Data sequencing defined at the version
level.
 

For example, you can create multiple batch versions of a single report template: one version might sort
checks by date, one by check number, one by address number, and one that sorts checks by amount.
 

Data selection defined at the version level.
 

For example, you can specify which records to fetch for each version, such as Business Unit 10-30 and
70, or all address book records where Category 1 is equal to North.
 

Additions or overrides in the version.
 

You can modify batch versions to add or override functionality attached to the section of a report
template. At the section level, you can override section layout, data selection, data sequencing, event
rules, and database output. You cannot delete sections in a version that exist in the report template,
 however, you can hide unwanted sections. 
 

A specific set of processing option values.
 

For example, you can set a general ledger post processing option value to print a different account
number format on the report.
 

Change functionality. For example, you can set processing options to purge records to a history file after a report runs.

6
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Characteristics Definition

  

Change input parameters.
 

For example, you can set processing options to specify which category code to use when processing a
report and you can define different report interconnect values for different batch versions.
 

Define data.
 

For example, you can set a processing option to define the fiscal year for which you want to run a
report. You can also define the number of aging days in an accounts receivable aging report.
 

Additional detail sections.
 

For example, you can include additional detail sections, each with a different business view attached.
 

Batch Versions Created on the Web Client  
You can create new batch versions of a report on the web client. You can use the Add and Copy options on the Work
With Batch Versions - Available Versions form to create a batch version. To change the data selection, data sequencing,
or processing options of a version, select Data Selection, Data Sequencing, or Processing Options from the Row menu.

You cannot create a new version, or copy an existing version, of a table conversion on the web client.

JD Edwards Naming Conventions  
To provide consistency for developers and users, all JD Edwards EnterpriseOne objects follow standard naming
conventions. The naming conventions require that each object, such as a table, report, interactive application, or menu,
has a unique name. The naming conventions help you identify object types and help prevent users from creating
objects with duplicate names.

See "Understanding JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Naming Conventions" in the   JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools
Development Guidelines for Application Design Guide   .

7
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3  Working with Batch Versions

Understanding Batch Versions  
Batch versions follow the same process as other Oracle JD Edwards EnterpriseOne objects for check in, check out, and
erasing checkouts. Use JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Object Management Workbench (P98220) to control the movement
of versions between the workstation and the server. However, unlike other JD Edwards EnterpriseOne objects, you can
submit batch version specifications to the server directly from JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Batch Versions application.

Just like master report specifications, when you create a batch version on the Microsoft Windows client, the
specification records for that version exist only on the workstation. To make the version available to other users, you
must check in the version. When you check in batch versions, the system copies the version specifications to the central
objects data source (server) according to the path code of the current environment. However, when you create batch
versions on the web client, you do not have to check them in because they are automatically updated to the central
objects for you.     

Once a version is in the central objects data source (server), anyone who installs and runs the version is ensured of
having the updated version. After you check in the batch version, you can still make certain changes to the version
without checking it out. For example, when you make changes to the processing options, these changes are effective
immediately, even if you have not checked in the local version. This is because the processing options for versions are
stored as a field in the server Versions List (F983051) table.    

A version cannot be checked out by more than one user. The Version Detail form identifies the user that has a version
checked out.  

You can create a new batch version based solely on the associated report template. For example, you might create a new
version because you do not want to use the layout or data selection of an existing version. 

You can create a batch version based on an existing version. If you copy a version, the copied version inherits the same
overrides as the version that is copied, such as data selection and data sequencing. 

If you make changes to a report template, the system automatically pushes these changes to all of the associated
versions that exist for that report. The exception to this rule is batch versions that contain overrides to the specific
section modified in the report template.

Submitting Batch Versions  
This section discusses:

• Batch version submission.

• The Work With Batch Versions form.

Batch Version Submission  
If batch versions are associated with a form in an interactive application, you can access the versions for viewing and
printing from the Reports menu of the form. Batch versions of those reports are available on menus.

9
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In most cases, you submit batch versions to an enterprise server, which can more efficiently handle the processing. The
JD Edwards EnterpriseOne environment that you log on to specifies where the batch versions run, although you can
override this location when you submit the batch version. When you submit the batch job to the server, you can preview
the report and use JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Work With Servers (P986116) application to monitor the progress of the
job in the queue.  

When you submit a batch version to the enterprise server, if the report specifications do not currently reside on the
workstation, the central objects data source (server) performs a Just-In-Time Installation (JITI) to copy the specifications
to the workstation. After the JITI, the workstation continues with the submission of the report to the enterprise server.

Work With Batch Versions Form  
The Work With Batch Versions - Available Versions form is the entry point to managing batch versions. This table
describes the methods of accessing the Work With Batch Versions - Available Versions form:

Access Description

From any menu that includes a batch
application
 

Select the batch application and then select Prompt for Versions from the Edit menu.
 
Right-click the batch application and select Prompt for Versions from the pull-down menu. If no
versions are associated with the batch application, you must copy or add a version and run that version
as explained in this section.
 

From the Microsoft Windows client
 

From JD Edwards Solution Explorer, select Report Versions from the Tools menu.
 

From the web client
 

From the EnterpriseOne Menu, select Submit Job
 

Changing Processing Options for the Batch Versions
Application  
This section provides an overview of processing options for the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Batch Versions application
on the Microsoft Windows client (P98305) and the Batch Versions application on the web client (P98305W) and
discusses how to change processing options for these applications.

Understanding Processing Options for the Batch Versions
Application  
Not all applications have processing options attached. If an application has processing options, and you have
permissions to do so, you can change the processing option values by right-clicking an application task to access the
Prompt For menu. If the Values option on the Prompt For menu is not active, either you do not have permissions to
modify the processing options, or no processing options exist for the application.

10
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There are different processing options for the Batch Versions application on the Microsoft Windows client (P98305) and
the Batch Versions application on the web client (P98305W).

Processing Options for the Batch Versions Application on the
Microsoft Windows Client  
Processing options for the Batch Versions application on the Microsoft Windows client (P98305) enable you to specify
default processing for batch versions and report definitions.

Process  
1. Confirmation Box
Enter a value to enable or disable the overwrite/delete location specifications confirmation box. If you enable the
confirmation box, it appears when JD Edwards EnterpriseOne is about to overwrite or delete specifications on the local
machine. For example, when enabled, the confirmation box appears when you check out a batch version.

Y: Enable Confirmation Box

1: Enable Confirmation Box

N: Disable Confirmation Box

0: Disable Confirmation Box

2. Schedule Job
Enter a value (or leave the field blank) to indicate whether users are allowed to schedule their batch version jobs. If users
are not allowed to schedule their batch jobs, the jobs run as soon as they submit their batch versions.

0: Do not allow scheduling of Batch Job

1: Schedule Batch Job when submitting

2: Always schedule Batch Job when submitting

Blank: Do not allow scheduling of Batch Job

3. Push Specs
Enter a value (or leave the field blank) to indicate whether the user can push version specifications from the Work With
Batch Versions form.

1: Allow for the pushing of version specifications from the Work With Batch Versions form.

Blank: Do not allow the user to push version specifications from the Work With Batch Versions form.

Report Definition  
1. Report Definition Submission Advanced Options Security
Enter a value (or leave the field blank) to indicate which options on the Advanced Options form are available to users
when they submit report definitions.

Blank or 0: Allow users to override the option to submit the version with a report definition.

1: Do not allow users to override the option to submit the version with a report definition.

11
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Blank or 0: Allow users to select the option to choose a report definition from a list of all available report definitions for
the version being submitted.

1: Do not allow users to select the option to choose a report definition from a list of all available report definitions for the
version being submitted.

Changing Processing Options for the Batch Versions Application
on the Microsoft Windows Client  
In JD Edwards Solution Explorer, select the Report Management menu (GH9111) and locate Batch Versions.

1. Right-click Batch Versions, select Prompt For, and then select Values.
2. On the Processing Options template, complete the selections on the Process tab.
3. Complete the selections on the Report Definition tab and click OK.

Processing Options for the Batch Versions Application on the Web
Client (P98305W)  
Processing options for the Batch Versions application on the web client (P98305W) enable you to specify default
processing for batch versions and report definitions.

Report Definition  
1. Report Definition Submission Advanced Options Security
Enter a value (or leave the field blank) to indicate which options on the Advanced Options form are available to users
when they submit report definitions.

Blank or 0: Allow users to override the option to submit the version with a report definition.

1: Do not allow users to override the option to submit the version with a report definition.

Blank or 0: Allow users to select the option to choose a report definition from a list of all available report definitions for
the version being submitted.

1: Do not allow users to select the option to choose a report definition from a list of all available report definitions for the
version being submitted.

Process  
User Action Tracking using Object Management Workbench (OMW) Logging

1. OMW Tracking Enabled
Blank or 0 : No user action tracking using OMW

1: Enable user action tracking using OMW

2. OMW Project
If Action Tracking through OMW logging selected:

Project Name: Enter the OMW Project to which the Batch Version should be added.

12
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Blank: The Batch Version should be added to the Users Default project.

Note:  OMW integration occurs automatically when using the Batch Versions application on the Microsoft Windows
client (P98305). For this reason, processing options for OMW Action Tracking are not necessary for the Microsoft
Windows version of the application.

Changing Processing Options for the Batch Versions Application
on the Web Client  
In JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Menu, select the Report Management menu (GH9111) and locate Batch Versions.

1. Right-click Batch Versions, select Prompt For, and then select Values.
2. On the Processing Options template, complete the selections on the Report Definition tab.
3. Complete the selections on the Process tab and click OK.
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4  Creating Batch Versions

Creating Batch Versions from the Microsoft Windows
Client  
This section provides overviews of adding Oracle JD Edwards EnterpriseOne batch versions and copying batch versions,
lists the prerequisite, and discusses how to:

• Add batch versions in the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Batch Versions application.

• Copy batch versions in the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Batch Versions application.

• Add batch versions in JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Object Management Workbench (P98220).

• Copy batch versions in JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Object Management Workbench.

Understanding Adding Batch Versions  
You must create at least one batch version for each report template before you can process the report. You can create
batch versions automatically in JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Report Design Aid (RDA) using the Report Director. You can
create additional batch versions from the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Batch Versions application by:

• Adding a new batch version.

When you add new batch versions, the new versions read the specifications from the associated report
template, or master specifications.

• Copying an existing batch version.

Copying batch versions provides a slightly different result than adding batch versions as explained in the next
section.

If the associated report template has a processing option attached to it, the Prompting Options field is active when you
create a new batch version. You can define how you want the system to handle processing options at runtime. This table
describes the prompting options available: 

Prompting Options Description

No Processing Options
 

This option indicates that the report should run as if all processing option values are NULL or 0.
 

Blind Execution
 

The system does not present the processing option template to the user. You define the default values
that the system uses at runtime and the user cannot modify these default values.
 

Prompt for Values
 

The system presents the processing option template to the user. The user can then enter values in
fields included on the processing option template to affect the results of the report.
 

You should set up security on all new batch versions. Version security enables you to set security differently for each
JD Edwards EnterpriseOne version. Batch version security is separate from JD Edwards EnterpriseOne security that
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is defined in the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Security Workbench (P00950) application. This table describes the batch
version security options:    

Security Options Description

No Security
 

Anyone can design, change processing option values, change detail values, check in, check out, install,
 transfer, copy, delete, or run the version.
 

Medium Security
 

Only the user that last modified the batch version can design, change processing option values,
 change detail values, check in, check out, or delete the version.
 
Anyone can install, transfer, copy, or run the version.
 

Medium to Full Security
 

Only the user that last modified the batch version can design, change processing option values,
 change detail values, check in, check out, transfer, delete, or run the version.
 
Anyone can install or copy the version.
 

Full Security
 

Only the user that last modified the batch version can design, change processing option values,
 change detail values, check in, check out, install, transfer, copy, delete, or run the version.
 

At the time that you create a new batch version, you can define the batch version to print immediately every time that
it is submitted for processing. This enables you to define specific batch versions to output directly to the printer rather
than sitting in the print queue until someone releases it to the printer. The Print Immediate option can be overridden at
runtime.    

There is also a setting in the jde.ini for the print immediate feature. This setting, however, affects all batch versions. The
print immediate option on the Version Detail form enables you to define the feature for individual batch versions.   

Understanding Copying Batch Versions  
You can copy existing batch versions and tailor the information to fit your needs. The new version inherits all of the
master report specifications and any overrides that are defined in the version that is copied.

When you copy batch versions, you should add security to the new version. Version security is separate from the JD
Edwards EnterpriseOne security defined in the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Security Workbench application. Version
security enables you to set security for different JD Edwards EnterpriseOne versions.

When you copy batch versions that are defined to print immediately, the copied version is also defined to print
immediately. You must modify the version details and clear the Print Immediate option if you do not want the new
version to print immediately every time that it is processed. The Print Immediate option can be overridden at runtime.   

Prerequisite  
Before creating batch versions, ensure that you create a batch application.
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Forms Used to Create Batch Versions from the Microsoft Windows
Client  

Form Name FormID Navigation Usage

Work With Batch
Versions - Available
Versions
 

W98305A
 

EnterpriseOne Life
Cycle Tools, Report
Management (GH9111),
 Batch Versions
 

Enter the name of a
batch application and
select from available
batch versions.
 

Version Add
 

W98305G
 

Click Add on the Work
With Batch Versions -
Available Versions form.
 

Enter the version name,
title, prompting options,
 security, job queue,
version detail, and select
if you want to print the
cover page.
 

Version Copy
 

W98305F
 

Select a batch version
and click Copy on
the Work With Batch
Versions - Available
Versions form.
 

Enter the version name,
 title, and security.
 

Adding Batch Versions in the Batch Versions Application  
Access the Version Add form.

Application
The name of the batch application upon which the batch version is created. This information is populated by the system
based on the batch application selected on the Work With Batch Versions - Available Versions form.

Version
Enter the name of the batch version.

Version Title
Enter the title of the batch version. The title describes the purpose of the batch version.

Prompting Options
Select the method to be used for process the processing option values. Values are Prompt for Values and Blind
Execution. You can also select to disable the processing option.

Security
Select the restriction to be placed on the batch version. Values are 0–3, 0 is no security and 3 is full security.

Job Queue
Select the queue to which the batch version is submitted.

Version Detail
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Enter the functionality differences between the batch version and the associated batch application.

Print Cover Page
Select this option if you want a cover page to print with the batch version.

Print Immediate
Select this option if you want the batch version to print immediately every time that it is processed. The Print Immediate
option can be overridden at runtime.

Note:  The new version must be checked in to make it available to the enterprise.

Copying Batch Versions in the Batch Versions Application  
Access the Version Copy form.

Application
The name of the batch application upon which the batch version is created. This information is populated by the system
based on the batch application selected on the Work With Batch Versions - Available Versions form.

Version to Copy
The name of the batch version that is being copied. This information is populated by the system based on the batch
version selected on the Work With Batch Versions - Available Versions form.

New Version
Enter the name of the batch version.

Security
Select the restriction to be placed on the batch version. Values are 0–3, 0 is no security and 3 is full security.

Version Title
Enter the title of the batch version. The title describes the purpose of the batch version.

Note:  The new version must be checked in to make it available to the enterprise.

Adding Batch Versions in Object Management Workbench  
In Solution Explorer, from the Tools menu, select Object Management Workbench to access the Object Management
Workbench form.

1. Click Find and in the project view, expand the project to which the batch version will be added.
2. Click the Objects node of the project and click Add.
3. On the Add EnterpriseOne Object to the Project form, select Batch Version, and click OK.
4. On the Adding a Version form, enter the name of the report template or batch process for which you want to

add a batch version in the Batch Application field and click OK
5. On the Version Add form, enter the name of the version in the Version field.
6. In the Version Title field, enter a title that indicates the specifics of the batch version.

For example, General Ledger by Batch for Business Unit 1.
7. In the Prompting Options field, indicate how you want the associated processing options to process.
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If the associated report template does not have any processing options attached, JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
leaves the Prompting Options field inactive.

8. In the Security field, indicate the level of security for the batch version.
9. In the Job Queue field, indicate the queue to use for processing the batch version.

10. In the Version Detail field, enter a brief description of how the batch version differs from the report template. 
For example, this version displays address book records for employees only and is sequenced by name.

11. Select the Print Cover Page option, if required.
12. Select the Print Immediate option, if required, and click OK.
13. On the Batch Version Design form, select the Tools tab and define data selection and data sequencing for the

version.
On the General tab of this form, you can select Revise Version to edit the version information, Processing
Options to modify the processing option values, or Run to run the new version.

14. On the Batch Version Design form, click OK to save the version.
15. Check in the new version to make it available to the enterprise.

See "Working with Objects" in the   JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools Object Management Workbench Guide   .

Copying Batch Versions in Object Management Workbench  
Access the Object Management Workbench form.

1. In the project view, expand the project where the batch version that you want to copy resides.
2. Expand the Objects node, click the batch version, and click Copy.
3. On the Version Copy form, enter the name of the version in the New Version field.
4. In the Security field, indicate the level of security for the batch version.
5. In the Version Title field, enter a title that indicates the specifics of the batch version and click OK.
6. On the Batch Version Design form, select the Tools tab, define data selection and data sequencing for the

version and click OK.
7. Check in the new version to make this version available to the enterprise.

Creating Batch Versions from the Web Client  
This section provides overviews of adding batch versions from the web client and copying batch versions from the web
client, lists the prerequisites, and discusses how to:

• Add batch versions from the web client.

• Copy batch versions from the web client.

Understanding Adding Batch Versions from the Web Client  
As with the Microsoft Windows client, report templates must have at least one batch version before you can process the
report from the web client.

If the associated report template has a processing option attached to it, the Prompting Options field is active when you
create a new batch version. As with the Microsoft Windows client, you can define how you want the system to handle
processing options at runtime.
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As with the Microsoft Windows client, you should set up security on new batch versions.

Understanding Copying Batch Versions from the Web Client  
You can copy existing batch versions and tailor the information to fit your needs. The new version inherits all of the
master report specifications and any overrides that are defined in the version that is copied.

Note:  You cannot copy table conversion versions from the web client.

As with the Microsoft Windows client, when you copy batch versions you should set up security for the new version.

Prerequisites  
Before creating batch versions from the web client, ensure that you:

• Create a batch application from the Microsoft Windows client.

• Check in the batch application.

• Ensure that the batch application has been deployed to the server.

• Ensure that the batch application has been generated to HTML.

Forms Used to Create Batch Versions from the Web Client  

Form Name FormID Navigation Usage

Submit Job - Work
With Batch Versions -
Available Versions
 

W98305WA
 

EnterpriseOne Menu,
 Submit Job
 

Enter the name of a
batch application and
select from available
batch versions.
 

Submit Job - Add
Version
 

W98305WH
 

Click Add on the Work
With Batch Versions -
Available Versions form.
 

Enter the version name,
title, prompting options,
 and security.
 

Submit Job - Copy
Version
 

W98305WK
 

Select a batch version
and click Copy on
the Work With Batch
Versions - Available
Versions form.
 

Enter the version name,
 title, and security.
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Adding Batch Versions from the Web Client  
Access the Submit Job - Add Version form.

Note:  This task does not pertain to table conversion versions; versions for table conversions cannot be added from
the web client.

Report
The name of the batch application upon which the batch version is created. This information is populated by the system
based on the batch application selected on the Submit Job - Work With Batch Versions - Available Versions form.

Version
Enter the name of the batch version.

Version Title
Enter the title of the batch version. The title describes the purpose of the batch version.

Prompting Options
Select the method to be used for processing the processing option values. Values are Prompt for Values and Blind
Execution. You can also select to disable the processing option.

Security
Select the restriction to be placed on the batch version. Values are 0–3, 0 is no security and 3 is full security.

Print Immediate
Select this option if you want the batch version to print immediately every time that it is processed. The Print Immediate
option can be overridden at runtime.

Note:  Unlike versions that you add from the Microsoft Windows client, you do not have to check in versions that you
add from the web client to make them available to the enterprise. Versions added from the web client are checked in
for you automatically.

Copying Batch Versions from the Web Client  
Access the Submit Job - Copy Version form.

Note:  This task does not pertain to table conversion versions; versions for table conversions cannot be copied from
the web client.

Report
The name of the batch application upon which the batch version is created. This information is populated by the system
based on the batch application selected on the Submit Job - Work With Batch Versions - Available Versions form.

Version to Copy
The name of the batch version that is being copied. This information is populated by the system based on the batch
version selected on the Submit Job - Work With Batch Versions - Available Versions form.

New Version
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Enter the name of the batch version.

Security
Select the restriction to be placed on the batch version. Values are 0–3, 0 is no security and 3 is full security.

Version Title
Enter the title of the batch version. The title describes the purpose of the batch version.

Note:  Unlike versions that you add from the Microsoft Windows client, you do not have to check in versions that you
add from the web client to make them available to the enterprise. Versions added from the web client are checked in
for you automatically.
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5  Modifying Properties of Batch Versions

Understanding Modifying Properties of Batch Versions  
All of these properties can be modified from the Oracle JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Work With Batch Versions form and
the Batch Version Design form: 

• Processing option values.

• Data selection.

• Data sequencing.

• Properties of table conversion versions.

• Version detail.

When you modify these properties, the modifications remain with the batch version until they are modified again.

You can also modify these same properties at runtime. The difference is that properties modified at runtime do not
remain with the batch version, these modifications affect the current run only.

Versions Compare Report  
The Versions Compare report (RD983051NA) compares the processing options of batch versions located in two
environments or data sources. You can use this report as an audit or validation tool to determine which versions were
added, deleted, or changed.

See "Versions Compare Report" in the   JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools Software Updates Guide   .

Modifying Batch Version Properties from the Microsoft
Windows Client  
This section provides overviews of changing processing options and changing data selection and data sequencing, lists
the prerequisites, and discusses how to:

• Change processing options for batch versions from the Microsoft Windows client.

• Change data selection and data sequencing for batch versions from the Microsoft Windows client.

Understanding Changing Processing Options  
You can change the processing option values for an existing batch version to meet your business needs. You can
change the processing option values at runtime or from the Row menu on the Work With Batch Versions-Available
Versions form. Use the Row menu when you want to define default values to execute blindly. For example, you can
change the processing option values for a batch version of an address book report to select a search type of C for
customers. If you also select to execute the processing options blindly, the processing option template does not appear
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at runtime. Therefore, the user does not have the opportunity to change the search type value; only customer records
display in the report.

Not all batch versions have processing options associated with them; for example, a list of addresses might not require
special prompting. If processing options do not exist, or if you have been secured from changing processing options,
a message box appears when selecting Processing Options from the Row menu on the Work With Batch Versions-
Available Versions form. Otherwise, the Processing Options form appears for the application.

Processing option values are stored in blob binary format in the Versions List (F983051) table for each batch version run.
Unlike other changes to versions, changes to processing option values do not require you to check in or check out the
version if the changes are made using the row exit in Batch Versions and not made at runtime. Anyone who uses that
version after you make the change is affected by the new processing option values. You can define different processing
options values for individual versions and set the processing options to process as a blind execution. 

Note:  You should not modify versions that begin with ZJDE or XJDE. These versions are owned by JD Edwards
EnterpriseOne and could be modified in future updates and releases. You should either copy these versions or create
new versions if you need to change any values, including the version name, description, prompting options, security,
and processing options.

Understanding Changing Data Selection and Data Sequencing  
You can attach data selection to batch versions to narrow the range of the data. For example, you can define the data
selection for a batch version to display only customers from New York. You can define another batch version to display
only customers from Paris.

You can also sequence how you want the data presented in the report. For example, you can place the search type field
first, followed by the address number and then the employee name.

You can select and sequence the data from one of two places, either from the Work With Batch Versions form, as
explained here, or from the Version Prompting form at runtime.

For versions of table conversions, you can change the data selection from the Row exit and at runtime from the web
client.   

Prerequisites  
Before you modify properties of batch versions from the Microsoft Windows client, ensure that you:

• Identify a batch application that has processing options attached.

• Check out the batch version to modify data selection and data sequencing.
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Forms Used to Modify Properties of Batch Versions from the
Microsoft Windows Client  

Form Name FormID Navigation Usage

Work With Batch
Versions - Available
Versions
 

W98305A
 

EnterpriseOne Life
Cycle Tools, Report
Management (GH9111),
 Batch Versions
 

Enter the name of a
batch application and
select from available
batch versions.
 

Changing Processing Options for Batch Versions from the
Microsoft Windows Client  
Access the Work With Batch Versions - Available Versions form.    

1. Locate and select a batch version that includes processing options.
2. From the Row menu, select Processing Options.
3. Select each tab to view and change information on that tab.

If multiple tabs exist and you cannot see all of them, left and right arrow buttons appear on the form. Click the
arrow buttons to view additional tabs. Use the scroll bar to view additional processing options on a tab.

4. Change the processing option values as appropriate, and click OK.

Changing Data Selection and Data Sequencing for Batch Versions
from the Microsoft Windows Client  
Access the Work With Batch Versions - Available Versions form.      

1. In the detail area, locate and select a batch version that is checked out and with which you want to work.
2. From the Row menu, select either the Data Selection or Data Sequencing option.

When you are working with table conversion batch applications, the Data Selection and Data Sequencing
options are unavailable because they do not apply to table conversions.

3. To make the changes available to the enterprise, check in the version.

If you do not check the batch version in, the changes affect only the batch version on the local workstation. If
you do not want to check in the version, erase the checkout so that others can check out the version.
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Modifying Batch Version Properties from the Web Client  
This section provides overviews of changing processing options from the web client and changing data selection and
data sequencing from the web client, lists the prerequisites, and discusses how to:

• Change processing options of batch versions from the web client.

• Change data selection and data sequencing of batch versions from the web client.

Understanding Changing Processing Options from the Web Client 

If you are working with batch versions from a web client, you can change the processing options of batch versions from
both the Submit Jobs - Work With Batch Versions - Available Versions form and at runtime.

Understanding Changing Data Selection and Data Sequencing
from the Web Client  
You can select and sequence the data from one of two places, either from the Work With Batch Versions form, as
explained here, or from the Version Prompting form at runtime.

Prerequisites  
Before you modify properties of batch versions from the web client, ensure that you identify a batch application that has
processing options attached.

Forms Used to Modify Properties of Batch Versions from the Web
Client  

Form Name FormID Navigation Usage

Submit Job - Work
With Batch Versions -
Available Versions
 

W98305WA
 

EnterpriseOne Menu,
 Submit Job
 

Enter the name of a
batch application and
select from available
batch versions.
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Changing Processing Options for Batch Versions from the Web
Client  
Access the Submit Job - Work With Batch Versions - Available Versions form.   

1. Locate and select a batch version.
2. From the Row menu, select Processing Options.
3. Select each tab to view and change information on that tab.
4. Change the processing option values as appropriate, and click OK.

Changing Data Selection and Data Sequencing for Batch Versions
from the Web Client  
Access the Submit Job - Work With Batch Versions - Available Versions form.

1. Locate and select a batch version.
2. From the Row menu, select either Data Selection or Data Sequencing.
3. Change the data selection and data sequencing as appropriate, and click OK.

You do not need to check the version in to make these changes available to the enterprise; the changed version
is checked in automatically.

Note:  There is one situation when the changed version will not be checked in. In this scenario, an administrator has
updated the data selections or data sequencing options (or both) in central objects (such as with an OMW transfer),
but has not yet deployed a package to update the users' specifications. Under these circumstances, any modifications
that you make to the data selections or data sequencing options will not be updated to central objects. However, your
local version will retain your modifications until the new version is deployed.

Accessing Properties for Versions of Table Conversions  
You can access version properties from the Table Conversion Prompting form or from the Work With Batch Versions -
Available Versions form. Properties for versions of table conversions cannot be modified from the web client

This section discusses how to:

• Access properties for versions of table conversions from the Microsoft Windows client.

• Access data selection for versions of table conversions from the web client.

See "Table Conversions" in the   JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools Table Conversion Guide   .
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Forms Used to Access Properties for Versions of Table
Conversions from the Microsoft Windows Client  

Form Name FormID Navigation Usage

Work With Batch
Versions - Available
Versions
 

W98305A
 

EnterpriseOne Life
Cycle Tools, Report
Management (GH9111),
 Batch Versions
 

Enter the name of
a table conversion
template and select
from available batch
versions.
 

Accessing Properties for Versions of Table Conversions from the
Microsoft Windows Client  
Access the Work With Batch Versions - Available Versions form.

1. In the detail area, locate and select a version that is checked out and with which you want to work.
2. From the Row menu, select Properties.

This menu selection is only enabled for table conversions.
3. To make changes available to the enterprise, check in the version.

The changes that you make affect only the version on the local workstation. If you do not want to check in the
version, erase the checkout so that others can check out the version.

Accessing Data Selection for Versions of Table Conversions from
the Web Client  
Access the Submit Job - Work With Batch Versions - Available Versions form.

1. Enter a table conversion name in the Batch Application field.
2. Click Find to locate the available versions.
3. Select a version and select Data Selection from the Row menu.

This data selection definition remains with the version for the user who changed it until either the user modifies
the data selection again or the version is regenerated to HTML.

Working with Version Detail  
This section provides an overview of version detail, lists the prerequisite, and discusses how to modify the version detail
for batch versions.
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Understanding Version Detail  
Use version detail to review information about a version, such as how it differs from the master report template and how
processing options are processed. From Version Detail on the Microsoft Windows client you can select to:

• Print a cover page with the report.

The cover page option is not available for versions of table conversions.

• Print the report immediately every time that the batch version is processed.

You can review Version Detail for batch versions from the web client but you cannot modify any of the options.

Prerequisite  
Before you modify the version detail of batch versions, ensure that you check out the batch version.

Forms Used to Modify the Version Detail for Batch Versions  

Form Name FormID Navigation Usage

Work With Batch
Versions - Available
Versions
 

W98305A
 

EnterpriseOne Life
Cycle Tools, Report
Management (GH9111),
 Batch Versions
 

Enter the name of a
batch application and
select from available
batch versions.
 

Version Detail
 

W98305E
 

Select Version Detail
from the Row menu of
the Work With Batch
Versions - Available
Versions form.
 

Review and modify
detail information
regarding the batch
version.
 

Modifying the Version Detail for Batch Versions  
Access the Version Detail form.

Application
The name of the associated batch application. This information cannot be changed.

Version
The name of the batch version selected. This information cannot be changed.

Version Title
Modify the title of the batch version selected.

Prompting
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Select the method to be used for process the processing option values. Values are Prompt for Values and Blind
Execution. You can also select to disable the processing option. This field is enabled only if processing options are
attached to the associated report template. You must have permissions to modify this field.

Security
Select the restriction to be placed on the batch version. Values are 0–3, 0 is no security and 3 is full security. You must
have permissions to modify this field.

Version Detail
Enter the functionality differences between the batch version and the associated batch application. This information can
be modified.

Print Cover Page
Select this option if you want to print a cover page with the batch version. This option is not available for versions of
table conversions.

Print Immediate
Select this option if you want the batch version to print immediately every time that it is processed. The Print Immediate
option can be overridden at runtime.

Job Queue
Select the queue to which the batch version is submitted. When the Job Queue field is left blank, the system reads the
setting in the jde.ini on the enterprise server. If the job is submitted to an  IBM i, the system looks to the user profile to
determine the job queue. You must have permissions to modify this field.      

Client Platform
Select the category code associated with the F983051 table.

Application Type
Indicates the type of application. UBE stands for Universal Batch Engine. This field is populated by the system and
cannot be changed.

Version Mode
Indicates that the version is associated with a batch application. This field is populated by the system and cannot be
changed.

Processing Options
The name of the processing option template attached to the batch application. This field is populated by the system and
cannot be changed.

Created By
The ID of the user who created the batch version. This field is populated by the system and cannot be changed.

Path Code
The path code where the batch version was created. This field is populated by the system and cannot be changed.

Location
The machine name where the batch version was created. This field is populated by the system and cannot be changed.

Last Modified By
The ID of the user who last modified the batch version. This field is populated by the system and cannot be changed.

Checked Out
Indicates whether the batch version is checked out. This field is populated by the system and cannot be changed.

On Server
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Indicates whether the batch version specifications exist on the server. This field is populated by the system and cannot
be changed.

Last Changed
The date that the batch version was last modified. This field is populated by the system and cannot be changed.

Server Update
The date that the batch version was last checked in. This field is populated by the system and cannot be changed.

Last Executed
The date that the batch version was last run. This field is populated by the system and cannot be changed.

Note:  The modified version must be checked in to make it available to the enterprise.
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6  Working with Batch Version Specifications

Understanding Batch Version Specifications  
Oracle JD Edwards EnterpriseOne batch versions read their specifications from the associated report template. Typically,
any modifications that you make to a report template are read by all of the associated batch versions. The exception to
this is a batch version in which you have overridden specifications.

Unlike other JD Edwards EnterpriseOne objects, you can submit the specifications of new and modified batch versions
to the server without creating a package. However, the associated batch application must already be checked in.

Checking Out and Checking In Batch Versions from the
Microsoft Windows Client  
This section provides overviews of checking in and checking out batch versions and erasing the check out record for
batch versions, and lists the forms used to check out, check in, and erase the check out of batch versions.

Understanding Checking Out and Checking In Batch Versions  
You must check out batch versions before you can:

• Modify batch versions using JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Report Design Aid (RDA).

• Set data selection from the Row menu of the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Batch Versions (P98305) application.

• Set data sequencing from the Row menu of the Oracle's JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Batch Versions application.

When you check out a report object, or any JD Edwards EnterpriseOne object, the system copies the object
specifications from the central objects location to the workstation. The set of central objects that the system accesses is
defined in JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Object Management Configuration (P98230) application. Only batch versions that
reside in that set of central objects are visible. A batch version cannot be checked out by more than one user at a time.

If you check out a batch version and do not make any changes to it, erase the check-out record so that other users can
check it out. You need to check out a batch version if you want to make modifications that override the master report
template specifications. You do not need to check out a batch version to make these changes at runtime:

• Data selection

• Data sequencing

• Location

• Processing option values

These runtime changes are not saved with the batch version. However, if you make changes to data selection or data
sequencing from the Work With Batch Versions - Available Versions form, you must first check out the batch version.
You then check the batch version in to save the changes and make them available to the enterprise. You can check in
and check out batch versions either from JD Edwards Object Management Workbench (P98220) or from the Row menu
on the Advanced Operations form in JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Batch Versions.
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Before you check in batch versions, make sure that you want the changes that you made to be permanent. When you
check in batch versions, the system copies the specifications to the central objects location. The new specifications
override the previous specifications for the version. The report specifications on the workstation remain intact.

Note:  Checking in, checking out, or erasing the checkout of a version only applies when working with batch versions
from the Microsoft Windows client. Changes to data selection or data sequencing for batch versions accessed from
the web client are updated to central objects automatically, which makes them available to the enterprise without the
need to check them out or in. Therefore, make sure that you want your changes to be permanent before making data
selection or data sequencing modifications to batch versions accessed from the web client.

Understanding Erasing the Check Out Record for Batch Versions  
Batch versions, as with all JD Edwards EnterpriseOne objects, can be checked out by only one person at a time.
Erasing the check-out record allows another user to check out the version and leaves the specifications on the server
unchanged. After you have erased the check out of a batch version, you cannot check in the version. However, the
report specifications on the workstation remain intact.

When you erase the check out of a batch version, the system updates the checked out status field in the Versions List
(F983051) table from Y to N. The system also updates the location field in the Versions List table. This value is changed
from the location of the workstation that checked out the version to the machine name of the central object's server.

You can erase the check out of batch versions using JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Object Management Workbench or JD
Edwards EnterpriseOne Batch Versions.

Forms Used for Checking Out, Checking In, and Erasing the Check
Out of Batch Versions  

Form Name FormID Navigation Usage

Work With Batch
Versions - Available
Versions
 

W98305A
 

EnterpriseOne Life
Cycle Tools, Report
Management (GH9111),
 Batch Versions
 

Enter the name of a
batch application and
select from available
batch versions.
 

Advanced Operations
 

W98305J
 

Select a batch version
and Select Advanced
from the Row menu of
the Work With Batch
Versions - Available
Versions form.
 

Check in, check out, and
erase the check out of
batch versions.
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Copying Batch Version Specifications to an Enterprise
Server  
This section provides an overview of copying batch version specifications to an enterprise server and lists the forms
used to copy batch version specifications.

Understanding Copying Batch Version Specifications to an
Enterprise Server  
You can copy batch version specifications to an enterprise server without building a package for deployment. You can
do this any time the associated report template specifications already reside on the enterprise server. You should use
this process when you override the specifications in batch versions.

It is imperative that you copy batch version specifications to an enterprise server when you modify a batch version that
is called by another batch version. After you modify the batch version, use this option to copy the version specifications
to the same location as the batch version that calls it. This procedure ensures that the batch version calls the updated
specifications, rather than obsolete specifications.

Forms Used to Copy Batch Version Specifications  

Form Name FormID Navigation Usage

Work With Batch
Versions - Available
Versions
 

W98305A
 
or W98305WA
 

EnterpriseOne Life
Cycle Tools, Report
Management (GH9111),
 Batch Versions
 

Enter the name of a
batch application and
select from available
batch versions.
 

Version Prompting
 

W98305D
 
or W98305WD
 

Select a batch version
and click Select on
the Work With Batch
Versions - Available
Versions form.
 

Access advanced
options.
 

Advanced Version
Prompting
 

W98305I
 
or W98305WI
 

Click Advanced on
the Form menu of the
Version Prompting form.
 

Select the Submit
Version Specifications
Only option and
override the location, if
required.
 

Version Prompting
 

W98305D
 
or W98305WD
 

Click OK on the
Advanced Version
Prompting form.
 

Submit batch versions
specifications to an
enterprise server.
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7  Changing the Design of Batch Versions

Understanding Overriding Specifications  
You can change Oracle JD Edwards EnterpriseOne batch versions without changing the associated report template
or table conversion. When you change the specifications at the version level, you should include a description of the
modifications in the Version Detail field on the Version Detail form. The description should include the differences
between the report template, or table conversion, and the version specifications. 

Overriding Specifications and Properties of Batch
Versions  
This section provides overviews of overriding specifications in batch versions and overriding properties for versions of
table conversions, lists prerequisites, and discusses how to:

• Override specifications in batch versions.

• Change the properties of versions for table conversions.

Understanding Overriding Specifications in Batch Versions  
Override the report specifications at the version level to change the design of a batch version. The changes you make
to the specifications of the batch version do not affect the report template or any other batch version associated with
the report template. The override specifications feature is a section level option. You must override specifications for
each section that requires modification. You can override specifications by type. This table describes the different
specification override options:

Specification Type Description

Section Layout
 

Enables you to change section properties, delete columns, add columns, move columns, or change
column headings on a batch version.
 

Section Data Selection
 

Enables you to define specific data selection by version. For example, a version for customer
information only and a version for employee information only.
 

Section Event Rules
 

Enables you to define specific event rules by version. For example, you can define a version for
employee information with a calculated percentage raise amount, date title, or Balance Auditor.
 

Section Database Output
 

Enables you to use a different database mapping than the one defined in the report template.
 

Section Sort Sequence
 

Enables you to sort data differently than the report template. For example, you can define the data in a
version to sort by name rather than by address number.
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Once you have selected to override one of the specification types in a batch version, modifications that you make of the
same specification type in the report template are not read by the overridden version. For example, if you override the
section layout in a section of a batch version, then add a new field to that same section in the report template, the new
field is not read by the batch version.   

Understanding Overriding Properties for Versions of Table
Conversions  
When you submit a version to process a table conversion, you can override the conversion properties. This table
describes the different conversion properties that can be overridden:    

Conversion Properties Description

Environments
 

Enables you need to change the location of the input or output data.
 

Data selection
 

Enables you need to limit the number of input records.
 

Table options
 

Enables you to control how the Oracle's JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Table Conversion system processes
records during the conversion.
 

Logging options
 

Enables the system to write information to the logs.
 

Debug logging.
 

Enables you need to override the setting for debug logging as defined in the jde.ini. 
 

Prerequisites  
Before you begin changing the design of batch versions, ensure that you:

• Create a report template.

• Create a batch version of the report template.

• Ensure that JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Report Design Aid (RDA) is not open.

Before you begin changing properties of versions for table conversions, ensure that you set up a table conversion
template.

Overriding Specifications in Batch Versions  
Access the Work with Batch Versions - Available Versions form.

1. Enter the name of a report or batch process in the Batch Application field and click Find.
2. In the detail area, select a batch version that is checked out and with which you want to work.
3. From the Row menu, select Advanced.
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4. On the Advanced Operations form, select Design Version from the Row menu.

RDA opens reading the master specifications from the report template.
5. On the JD Edwards Report Design Aid form, click in a section and select Override Version Specifications from

the Section menu.
6. Select the appropriate overrides, and click OK.
7. The changes that you make affect only the version on the local workstation.

To make these changes available to the enterprise, you must check in the version. If you do not want to check in
the version, erase the checkout so that other users can check out the version.

Changing the Properties of Versions for Table Conversions  
Access the Work With Batch Versions - Available Versions form.     

1. Enter the name of the table conversion in the Batch Application field and click Find.
2. Add a new version of the table conversion.
3. On the JD Edwards Table Conversion Version Design form, select the Tools tab and click Properties.
4. On the Properties form, review and override the environments, data selection, table options, and logging

options specified in the table conversion.

These forms are similar to the forms in JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Table Conversion Design.
5. To use debug logging, select the Debug Logging tab to perform these steps:

◦ To use the jde.ini settings for the trace level and row-by-row conversion process, select the Use ini
settings for trace level and number of rows to process option. This option ensures that the system
uses the settings contained in the jde.ini instead of the values entered in the Trace Level and Number of
Rows fields. 

◦ To override the trace level in the jde.ini, clear the Use ini settings for trace level and number of rows to
process option. Enter a value from 0 to 10 in the Trace Level field.

◦ To convert a specific number of records (for example, if you want to test the table conversion), clear the
Use ini settings for trace level and number of rows to process option. Enter the number of rows to
convert in the Number of Rows field. If you enter 0 in this field, the system processes all rows.

This option corresponds to the StopAfterRow setting in the jde.ini. If you enter a value here, you override
any specifications in the jde.ini.   
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8  Submitting Batch Versions

Understanding Batch Version Submission  
You can submit batch versions from the following Oracle JD Edwards EnterpriseOne locations:

• The JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Batch Versions (P98305) Windows client or P98305W web-client application.

◦ Select Batch Versions from the Report Management (GH9111) menu.

◦ Select Report Versions from the Tools menu in JD Edwards Solution Explorer.

• The EnterpriseOne Menu.

• From a report located on the Report menu within an application.

• From another batch version using report interconnects.

Before you can process batch versions on the enterprise server, you must ensure that:

• The associated batch applications are checked in and have been deployed to the enterprise server.

• The batch version specifications reside on the enterprise server.

When you use report interconnects, you must ensure that all associated batch applications and batch versions reside
on the enterprise server prior to processing. If you need to copy batch version specifications to the enterprise server,
ensure that the associated batch application already resides on that server.  

See "Understanding Logic and Processing," "Working with Report Interconnects" in the   JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools
Report Design Aid Guide   .

When a batch version exists only on the workstation, you must first submit the version specifications to the
server where the associated report specifications reside. You can accomplish this by selecting the Submit Version
Specifications Only option on the Advanced Version Prompting form.

When you modify a batch version and run the modified version on the workstation, the local modified version
specifications run. If you want to run the modified version on the enterprise server, you need to submit the version
specifications to the server.

See Copying Batch Version Specifications to an Enterprise Server.

When you submit batch versions, you can modify the data selection and data sequencing, and select from advanced
functions. You can also: 

• View the report on screen.

• Send the report to a printer.

• Export the report to a CSV file.

• Export the report to another software program using OSA (output stream access).

Data Selection and Data Sequencing  
Data selection and data sequencing values are stored in JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Report Design Aid (RDA)
specification (RDASPEC) files, which can exist on the client as well as on the server. In Terminal Server environments,
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multiple users share the same set of client RDASPEC files, so changes made to the specifications by one user are
immediately visible to all other users of the same terminal server.

When you submit a batch version, you can modify the data selection and data sequencing from the Version Prompting
form. Any modifications that you make to the batch version from this form affect the current submission only. Values
that you enter during submission are used for processing, but are not saved and are not seen during the next report
submission. If no prompting occurs, the values that exist locally at submission time are used by the system during
processing. Values that you enter in Version List or in RDA are saved in the RDASPEC files.

This table provides some data selection and data sequencing scenarios: 

Scenario Description

Batch versions submitted locally from the
Microsoft Windows client.     
 

You might be prompted for data selection and data sequencing. The values that you specify during
prompting are retained in memory, but are not saved to the local RDASPEC files. The values in memory
are then passed along to the job as it processes. If you are not prompted for data selection and data
sequencing, the job loads data selection and data sequence values from the local RDASPEC files at
runtime.
 

Batch versions submitted on the server
from the Microsoft Windows client.   
 

The system copies the data selection and data sequencing specifications related to the version into
packed files and sends them to the server. When the job processes on the server, the system merges
the packed files into the specifications on the server, which are then used to run the job.
 
If you are prompted for data selection and data sequencing during submission, the values retained
in memory are copied into the packed files instead of the corresponding RDASPEC information. The
system then uses the data selection and data sequencing values that you enter at submission when
the job executes.
 

Batch versions submitted from the web
client.       
 

You can override data selection and data sequencing at runtime. You also have the option of defining
data selection and data sequencing from the Row menu.
 

Note:  When you define data selection and data sequencing outside of RDA, either at runtime or from the Work
With Batch Versions-Available Versions form, the definition only affects the first level-one section of the report
template. If you have other level-one sections in the report template that need to use the same data selection and
data sequencing as the first level-one section, you must define these sections to adopt the settings from the first
level-one section. You can accomplish this by calling system functions in event rules on the additional level-one
sections.

Data selection uses Boolean logic to determine which records to include in the report. Boolean logic uses operators such
as And and Or.   

Use And to include only the data that two or more fields in a record have in common. For example, suppose you need a
list of customers who are located in New York City. You might use the two fields Location and Search Type in the criteria:

Search Type = C (customer)

And

Location = New York

Use Or logic to include all records that meet one of the sets of criteria. For example, if you need to find any New York
City record or any customer record, you would indicate the same information for Location and Search Type using these
criteria:
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Search Type = C (customer)

Or

Location = New York

The Section Data Sequencing form that you see at runtime is slightly different from the one that you see in RDA. You
can still see the Columns Available on the left and the Columns Sorted on the right. The form also indicates the sort
order of ascending or descending and whether page breaks are set. You can modify both the sort order and the page
break options on this form.

Processing Options  
Processing option values are stored in the Versions List (F983051) table for each batch version. This table is centrally
located and can be accessed by all JD Edwards EnterpriseOne users within a specific environment. Jobs running on
client machines and jobs running on servers all access the same table. 

Processing option values that you enter during submission are used at runtime. If prompting is not available, values
that exist at submission are used at runtime. Values that you enter during submission are saved in the Versions List
table and are displayed the next time that you submit that version. When another user runs the same batch version,
the processing option values defined by the previous user display. You can, however, override the processing options
for the submission or you can create a new version that includes the processing option values that meet your business
requirements. If you define the processing options for a version to execute as a blind execution, the processing option
template does not display at submission and other users cannot modify the values.

This table provides some data selection and data sequencing scenarios:

Scenario Description

Batch versions submitted locally. 
 

During submission of a batch version, you might be prompted for processing option values. The
system stores the processing option values that you specify in the Versions List table. When the job is
executed, the system retrieves the processing option values from this table.
 

Batch versions submitted on the server. 
 

The submission process begins in the same way as when a batch version is submitted locally. However,
 the system sends this job and the associated processing option values to the server. On the server, the
system stores the processing option values in the Job Control Status Master (F986110) table. When the
job is executed, the system retrieves the processing option values from the Job Control Status Master
table instead of the Versions List table.
 

Advanced Option Overrides  
Advanced options enable you to override the processing location and use a variety of logging features. You can select
from these advanced options when submitting batch versions: 

• Override Location.

• Logging (JDE.log). 

• Tracing (JDEDEBUG.log). 
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• Override Job Queue.

• UBE Logging Level.

• Submit Version Specifications Only.

Note:  For advanced options that apply to BI Publisher for JD Edwards EnterpriseOne functionality, see    JD Edwards
EnterpriseOne Tools BI Publisher for JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Guide   .

Printer Selections  
Print properties are passed from the report template to the batch version. You can modify print properties from the File
menu in RDA. When you modify properties that are located on the File menu, the modifications are not passed to batch
versions that existed before launching RDA to make the modification. For existing batch versions, you need to also make
the modification in the versions that you want to affect. Any new batch versions that you create after the modification
include the update.

When you submit batch versions to a printer, the system looks first for the printer defined in RDA. If no printer is defined
in RDA, the system uses the default printer defined in the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Printers (P98616) application.

The system determines a printer based on this hierarchical structure: 

1. Printer defined at runtime.
2. Printer defined in RDA.

The printer definition becomes part of the report specifications.
3. Printer defined in the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Printers application using this hierarchy:

a. Specific report defined for the user or role.
b. Specific report defined for *PUBLIC.
c. All reports defined for the user or role.
d. All reports defined for *PUBLIC.

When you submit batch versions to a printer, you can use the Printer Selection form to select print options from these
tabs:

• Printer Selection

• Print Property

• Document Setup

• Advanced

See "Understanding Print Properties at Runtime" in the   JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools Report Printing Administration
Technologies Guide   .

CSV Files  
In addition to viewing the CSV file, you can manipulate the report data after the report finishes processing.

When you export batch versions to CSV:

• A CSV file is created in the PrintQueue directory.  
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• A PDF file is created in the PrintQueue directory.

• The CSV file displays in a spreadsheet program such as Microsoft Excel or Lotus 123, which launches
automatically if you are running the batch version locally. If you are running the batch version on a server, select
View CSV from the Oracle's JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Work With Servers (P986116) application to launch the
spreadsheet application and view the file.

You can select to output reports to a CSV file from the following locations:

• RDA for the report template. 

• RDA for the batch version. 

• Versions List at runtime. 

Reports do not always export to other programs perfectly. For example, group sections with several one-character data
fields might need some cleanup, such as justifying the data or deleting blank columns.  

OSA Interface  
You can select to output to third-party software programs using OSA. OSA interfaces enable the third-party program to
process and format the report data concurrently.

Benefits of using OSA include:

• The elimination of manually formatting output, as you must do with CSV output.

• Using the processing power of the target software program.

Note:
• See"Defining Print Properties for Reports", "Modifying Print Properties", "Understanding Exporting to CSV" in

the   JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools Report Printing Administration Technologies Guide   .

• See "Defining Print Properties for Reports", "Modifying Print Properties", "Understanding OSA Interfaces" in the  
JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools Report Printing Administration Technologies Guide   .

Submitting Batch Versions from the Microsoft Windows
Client  
This section provides overviews of batch versions submitted on the server from the Microsoft Windows client and
batch versions submitted locally from the Microsoft Windows client and discusses how to run batch versions from the
Microsoft Windows client.

Understanding Batch Versions Submitted on the Server from the
Microsoft Windows Client  
From the Microsoft Windows client, you can process batch versions:

• On the enterprise server.
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• Locally on the workstation.

In most business environments, you submit batch versions to a designated enterprise server that can manage the
processing needs more efficiently than the workstation. The system administrator defines whether the system
automatically processes and prints the output, or places the job on hold in the queue.     

When you submit batch versions to the server for processing, they are sent to a job queue. Version specifications and
information required to process the batch version are sent from the workstation to the server.

From the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Work With Servers application you can:

• Monitor the progress of the job in the queue.

• Change the priority of the job.

• View the report output in the following formats when the processing is complete:

◦ PDF

◦ CSV

◦ OSA

• View logs.

• Print the report.

Additionally, if the batch version is associated with a report definition, you can:

• View report definition jobs.

• View report definition output.

• View report definition source.

• Republish a report definition.

See "Embedded BI Publisher for JD Edwards EnterpriseOne" in the   JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools BI Publisher for JD
Edwards EnterpriseOne Guide

When you select to process batch versions on the enterprise server, you have the following options:

Runtime Options for Processing on the
Server

Description

Modify printer selection.
 

Enables you to change the printer used for the report and select the number of copies to print.
 

Override the location.
 

Enables you to override the processing location; when you submit the batch version, the system
presents you with a list of available servers from which to choose.
 

Modify paper type.
 

Enables you to change the orientation of the report, the paper size, and the paper source.
 

Define output options.
 

Enables you to output the report to a CSV file or use OSA interfaces to output to a third-party product.
 

Modify printer definition language.
 

Enables you to select a new printer definition language as supported by the printer that is defined for
the report.
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Understanding Batch Versions Submitted Locally from the
Microsoft Windows Client  
Sometimes processing batch versions locally is not only beneficial but necessary. If you are processing batch versions
where the data selection limits the number of records fetched, processing locally is not a performance concern.
Processing locally might be necessary to help narrow down issues that you encounter during processing. When batch
versions process locally but do not process successfully on the server, this might indicate that the issue is specific to the
server. Processing batch versions locally places the logs on the workstation for ease in reviewing processing concerns.   

Since the typical system configuration defines batch versions to process on an enterprise server, you need to override
the processing location to process batch versions locally. 

When you process batch versions locally, you can select these methods of output:    

• On Screen

• To Printer

• Export to CSV

• OSA Interface Name

Note:
• JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools Runtime Administration Guide  .

• .JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools HTML Server Reference Guides located at: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/
E61420_01/index.htm

Forms Used to Submit Batch Versions from the Microsoft Windows
Client  

Form Name FormID Navigation Usage

Work With Batch
Versions - Available
Versions
 

W98305A
 

EnterpriseOne Life
Cycle Tools, Report
Management (GH9111),
 Batch Versions
 

Enter the name of a
batch application and
select from available
batch versions.
 

Version Prompting
 

W98305D
 

Select a batch version
and click Select on
the Work With Batch
Versions - Available
Versions form.
 

Override data selection
and data sequencing.
Submit batch versions.
 

Advanced Version
Prompting
 

W98305I
 

Click Advanced on the
Form menu on the
Version Prompting form.
 

Override the processing
location for a single
batch version
submission.
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Form Name FormID Navigation Usage

JD Edwards Data
Sources
 

W98305B
 

Click Submit on the
Version Prompting form.
 

Select a data source
for processing a
single batch version
submission. Select
LOCAL to process batch
versions locally.
 

Report Output
Destination
 

W98UBEA
 

Click Submit on the
Version Prompting form.
 

Select output option for
batch version.
 

Printer Selection
 

W986162B
 

Click To Printer on
the Report Output
Destination form when
submitting batch
versions locally.
 
Click Submit on the
Version Prompting form
when submitting batch
versions to an enterprise
server.
 

Select printer options
and output the report to
a printer.
 

Running Batch Versions from the Microsoft Windows Client  
Select a batch version from the Work With Batch Versions - Available Versions form.

Overriding Advanced Options  
Access the Advanced Version Prompting form.

Override Location
Select this option to define a different location in which the batch version processes. You must have permissions for this
option. When you submit the batch version for processing, you can select a new location from a list of available data
sources on the JDE Data Source form. Data sources include the enterprise servers available on the network and the local
workstation.

Submit Version Specifications Only
Select this option to submit version specifications to the server without processing the batch version locally or on the
server. The associated report template specifications must already reside on the server to use this feature.

Logging (JDE.log)
Select this option to enable logging for the execution of the batch job on the server. To enable logging on the
workstation, you must modify the output setting in the workstation jde.ini. However, be aware that this output setting
affects all JD Edwards EnterpriseOne logging. You can select this option without selecting the Tracing option.     

Tracing (JDEDEBUG.log)
Select this option to enable tracing for the execution of the batch job on the server. You cannot select this option
without selecting the Logging option. The system selects the Logging option for you when you select the Tracing
option.   

Override Job Queue
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Select this option to submit the batch job to another available queue by overriding the job queue as defined for batch
versions in both the jde.ini and the specifications. You must have permissions for this option.

UBE Logging Level
Enter a value from 0–6 to indicate the level of detail to be captured in the logs. This option in used in partnership
with the logging options. When you select a high value to receive more technical information, you also receive all the
information for the lower values. For example, when you enter a value of 3 (object level messages), you also receive
information for 2 (section level messages), 1 (informative messages), and 0 (error messages). 

Submit with Report Definition
Select this option to submit the batch version with a report definition. This option is only available if a report definition
has been associated with the version.

Prompt for Report Definition
Select this option to prompt the user to select a report definition other than the default to be used for the submission.
All batch applications that use this batch version as their source of data and have either no source version specified or
this specific version specified will be available for submission.

Overriding Data Selection and Data Sequencing  
Access the Version Prompting form

Data Selection
Select this option to override the current data selection. You can append to the current selection, modify the current
selection, or delete the current selection and add new criteria.

Data Sequencing
Select this option to override the current data sequencing. You can add to the current sequencing, modify the current
sequencing, or delete the current sequencing and add new information.

Submitting the Batch Version  
The options that you select on this form override settings specified in the report itself, but apply to the current batch
process only.

Access the Report Output Destination form.

On Screen
Select this option to view the report online in a PDF format. The report is readable with Adobe Reader.

To Printer
Select this option to send the report to the defined printer. The system looks first for a printer defined in Report Design
Aid, if no printer is defined, the system uses the default printer defined in the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Printers
application.

Export to CSV
Select this option to create a CSV file. When you select this option, the report can be viewed in a default CSV viewer,
such as Microsoft Excel or Lotus 1-2-3.

OSA Interface Name
Select this option to pass data to third-party programs during batch processing, enabling those programs to process
and format the data concurrently. An OSA interface must already be defined before you can select this option.

Overriding Printer Selection  
Access the Printer Selection form.
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Printer Name
The name of the printer that is defined in either RDA or the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Printers application. You can
override the printer from the Form menu.

Printer Location
The location of the printer that is defined in either RDA or the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Printers application.

Printer Model
The model of the printer that is defined in either RDA or the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Printers application.

Number of Copies
Enter the number of copies to print. The default value is one. You can enter a value from 1–9999.

Overriding Print Properties  
Select the Print Property tab.

Portrait
Select this option to print the report on a page that is longer than it is wide.

Landscape
Select this option to print the report on a page that is wider than it is long. This is the default orientation defined for
reports.

Number of Copies
Displays the number of copies entered on the Printer Selection tab. Changing the value here changes the value on the
Printer Selection tab as well.

Paper Type
Displays the paper type as it is defined in either RDA or the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Printers application. You can
override this selection.

Overriding Document Setup  
Select the Document Setup tab.

PDF (Portable Document Format)
Outputs the report to a PDF file that can be read by Adobe Reader. This option cannot be modified.

Printer Definition Language File
Select this option to output the report to a PDL file.

Print Immediate
Select this option to print the report immediately instead of sitting in a queue.

CSV (Comma Delimited)
Select this option to export the report to a CSV file.

OSA Interface Name
Select this option to output the report to a third-party software program.

Overriding Advanced Properties  
Select the Advanced tab.

Postscript
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Displays the type of printer definition language defined. The system selects this option based on the printer that is
defined.

PCL
Displays the type of printer definition language defined. The system selects this option based on the printer that is
defined.

Line Printer
Displays the type of printer definition language defined. The system selects this option based on the printer that is
defined.

Custom
Displays the type of printer definition language defined. Option is selected by the system based on the printer that is
defined.

Submitting Batch Versions from the Web Client  
This section discusses batch versions submitted from the web client and lists the forms used to submit batch versions
from the web client.

Understanding Batch Versions Submitted from the Web Client  
On the web client, you can double-click a report from a menu or access the Submit Jobs application to submit batch
versions. All batch versions submitted from the web client are processed on the server.

To make a new report template available from the web client, perform these steps:  

1. Check in the report template and all associated batch versions.
2. Include the report template and batch versions in a package.
3. Deploy the package to the enterprise server.
4. Generate the report template and associated batch versions to HTML.

When you create a new batch version from Microsoft Windows for a report template that has already been deployed and
generated to HTML, perform these steps to make the new batch version available from the web client:   

1. Check in the version specifications.
2. Copy the version specifications to the server.
3. Generate the batch version to HTML.

This table describes runtime options available when you process batch versions from the web client:   

Runtime Options from the Web Client Description

Override the location
 

Enables you to override the processing location; when you submit the batch version, the system
presents you with a list of available servers from which to choose.
 

Modify printer selection
 

Enables you to change the printer used for the report and select the number of copies to print.
 

Modify paper type
 

Enables you to change the orientation of the report, the paper size, and the paper source.
 

Define output options Enables you to output the report to a CSV file or use OSA interfaces to output to a third-party product.
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Runtime Options from the Web Client Description

  

Modify printer definition language
 

Enables you to select a new printer definition language as supported by the printer defined for the
report.
 

To increase performance for viewing reports on the web client, the system administrator can activate the page-at-a-
time functionality. The settings to activate the page-at-a-time functionality are located in the jde.ini and the jas.ini. The
page-at-a-time functionality enables you to view portions of the report while the report continues loading.     

Forms Used to Submit Batch Versions from the Web Client  

Form Name FormID Navigation Usage

Submit Job - Work
With Batch Versions -
Available Versions
 

W98305WA
 

EnterpriseOne Menu,
 Submit Job
 

Enter the name of a
batch application and
select from available
batch versions.
 

Submit Job - Version
Prompting
 

W98305WD
 

Select a batch version
and click Select on the
Submit Job - Work
With Batch Versions -
Available Versions form.
 
Select an option on the
Submit Job - Advanced
Version Prompting form
and click OK.
 

Submit batch versions.
 

Submit Job - Advanced
Version Prompting
 

W98305WI
 

Click Advanced on the
Form menu on the
Submit Job - Version
Prompting form.
 

Select Override
Location to override the
processing location for
a single batch version
submission.
 

Submit Job -
EnterpriseOne Data
Sources
 

W98305WC
 

Click Submit on the
Submit Job- Version
Prompting form.
 

Select a data source
for processing a
single batch version
submission. LOCAL is
not an option on the
web client.
 

Printer Selection
 

W986162B
 

Click Submit on the
Submit Job - Version
Prompting form.
 

Select printer options
and output the report to
a printer.
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Submitting Table Conversions from the Microsoft
Windows Client  
This section provides an overview of table conversions submitted from the Microsoft Windows client and discusses how
to submit table conversions from the Microsoft Windows client.

Understanding Table Conversions Submitted from the Microsoft
Windows Client  
Versions of table conversions use different properties than versions of batch applications. When you submit versions of
table conversions from the Microsoft Windows client you can select these options: 

• Properties.

• Override Location.

• Submit Version Specifications Only.

• Override Job Queue.

Note:
• See "Converting Tables", "Running Table Conversions" in the   JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools Table Conversion

Guide   .

Forms Used to Submit Table Conversions from the Microsoft
Windows Client  

Form Name FormID Navigation Usage

Work With Batch
Versions - Available
Versions
 

W98305A
 

EnterpriseOne Life
Cycle Tools, Report
Management (GH9111),
 Batch Versions
 

Enter the name of
a table conversion
template and select
from available batch
versions.
 

Table Conversion
Prompting
 

W98305P
 

Select a version of a
table conversion and
click Select on the Work
With Batch Versions -
Available Versions form.
 

Override properties,
 processing location
and job queue. Copy
version specifications to
the server and submit
versions for processing.
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Running Table Conversions from the Microsoft Windows Client  
Access the Table Conversion Prompting form.

Properties
Select this option to override the tables conversion properties. The system displays the Properties form when you
submit the version.

Submit Version Specifications Only
Select this option to copy the version specifications to the server.

Override Location
Select this option to override the location where the version processes. The system displays the JD Edwards Data
Sources form when you submit the version.

Override Job Queue
Select this option to override the job queue. The system displays the Job Queue Search form when you submit the
version.

Submitting Table Conversions from the Web Client  
This section provides an overview of table conversions submitted from the web client and discusses how to submit table
conversions from the web client.

Understanding Table Conversions Submitted from the Web Client  
When submitting versions of table conversions from the web client you cannot modify properties. You can select and
modify processing options. You can also select these options:

• Override Location.

• Override Job Queue.

• Submit Version Specifications Only.

• Data Selection.

Note:
• See"Converting Tables," "Running Table Conversions" in the  JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools Table Conversion

Guide   .
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Forms Used to Submit Table Conversions from the Web Client  

Form Name FormID Navigation Usage

Submit Job - Work
With Batch Versions -
Available Versions
 

W98305WA
 

EnterpriseOne Menu,
 Submit Job
 

Enter the name of
a table conversion
template and select
from available batch
versions.
 

Submit Job - Table
Conversion Prompting
 

W98305WO
 

Select a version of a
table conversion and
click Select on the Work
With Batch Versions -
Available Versions form.
 

Override processing
location and job queue.
Submit versions for
processing.
 

Running Table Conversions from the Web Client  
Access the Submit Job - Table Conversion Prompting form.

Override Location
Select this option to override the location where the version processes. The system displays the Submit Job -
EnterpriseOne Data Sources form when you submit the version.

Override Job Queue
Select this option to override the job queue. The system displays the Submit Job - Job Queue Search form when you
submit the version.

Submit Version Specifications Only
Select this option to copy the version specifications to the server.

Data Selection
Select this option to override the current data selection. You can append to the current selection, modify the current
selection, or delete the current selection and add new criterion.

Submitting at the Command Line  
Using the command line on the enterprise server, you can define third-party software applications to submit batch jobs
for processing in EnterpriseOne.

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne accepts two types of batch submission command lines, rubube and runubexml.

This section discusses how to:

• Submit batch versions using runube.
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• Submit batch versions using runube with UNIX and  IBM i .

• Submit batch versions using runubexml.

Submitting Batch Versions Using runube  
The runube command line requires no input files. It is a direct command line that enables you to define:

• Which report and version to run.

• Which job queue to use.

• How the queue is controlled.

• Whether the report is printed or held.

• The location where the report is output.

You cannot enter processing option values or modify data selection and data sequencing using runube from the
command line.

This is the format of the runube command line:

runube UID PWD ENV ROLE REP VER JQ B/I P/H S/D PTR

This table describes each of the command line components: 

Component Description

runube
 

The name of the executable that submits the job.
 

UID
 

A JD Edwards EnterpriseOne user ID. You must have permissions to run the report. (If using UNIX or 
IBM i  see other options in the Submitting Batch Versions Using runube with UNIX and  IBM i  section.)
 

PWD
 

The JD Edwards EnterpriseOne password corresponding to the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne user ID. (If
using UNIX or  IBM i  see other options in the Submitting Batch Versions Using runube with UNIX and 
IBM i  section.)
 

ENV
 

The JD Edwards EnterpriseOne environment.
 

ROLE
 

The JD Edwards EnterpriseOne role.
 

REP
 

The object name of the report to be processed, such as R014021.
 

VER
 

The name of the version of the report to be processed; such as XJDE0001. You must enter a version
name; you cannot submit a report template.
 

JQ
 

The name of the job queue to which the system should route the batch job, such as QBATCH.
 

B/I
 

The processing mode. Enter B to use batch processing. In this case, the system assigns the report a
place in the queue.
 
Enter I for interactive mode, which runs the report immediately outside of the JD Edwards
EnterpriseOne queuing mechanism.
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Component Description

P/H
 

The hold code. Enter P to send the output to a printer immediately after the job completes.
 
Enter H to hold the processed file without printing. You can print the job later using the Oracle's JD
Edwards EnterpriseOne Work With Servers program (P986116) located on the Report Management
menu (GH9111).
 

S/D
 

The save code. Enter S to save the file after processing is complete. The delete option (D) is reserved
for future functionality.
 

PTR
 

The printer ID. If you do not enter a printer, the system uses the printer assigned as the default printer
based on your JD Edwards EnterpriseOne user ID, role, environment, host name, report name, and
version name.
 

Note:  If you submit this command in a UNIX or  IBM i  environment, you should be aware of the possible security
risk. Any user with access to the UNIX or  IBM i  system can view this command line, including the password, while the
runube command is processing.

Submitting Batch Versions Using runube with UNIX and  
When you submit reports in a UNIX or  IBM i  environment using the runube command, users with access to the system
can view the command line while it is running. Because the command line contains a password, this password is
exposed to any user who accesses the command line while it is running. These solutions address this security concern:

• Define the command to prompt the user for a user ID and password.

• Create a text file that includes the user ID and password.

Note:  Although the command line security concern only applies to UNIX and  IBM i , the prompting functionality and
the password text file functionality can be used on any server platform, including Microsoft Windows.

Prompt for User ID and Password  
Instead of entering the password in the runube command line, you can modify the command line to prompt the user for
a JD Edwards EnterpriseOne user ID and password when the command is submitted. To accomplish this, enter -P as the
UID and eliminate the password parameter.

This is the format of the command line when prompting for the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne user ID and password:

runube UID ENV ROLE REP VER JQ B/I P/H S/D PTR

When the user presses enter, the system prompts the user for their JD Edwards EnterpriseOne user ID and password.
This table describes the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne user ID and password components:

Component Description

UID
 

Enter -P to prompt for a JD Edwards EnterpriseOne user ID and password.
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Component Description

PWD
 

Do not enter a password parameter.
 

Create a Text File for User ID and Password  
Another option to enhance runube security in a UNIX or  IBM i  environment is to create a text file. When the runube
command is submitted, the system reads the text file and uses the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne user ID and password as
indicated in the text file.

In the text file, enter the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne user ID on the first line and the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne password
on the second line, as indicated by this example:

UID
PWD

In the runube command line, enter one of these options as the UID:

• -F

The system reads the file where the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne user ID and password reside and closes the file.
The file remains intact.

CAUTION:  This poses its own security risk as the file with the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne user ID and
password remain in the system.

• -Fe

The system reads the file where the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne user ID and password reside, encrypts the
password if it is not already encrypted, and then writes the encrypted password to the file and closes the file.

• -D

The system reads the file where the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne user ID and password reside and deletes the file.
This is the recommended option.

This is the format of the runube command line when using a text file:   

runube UID PWD ENV ROLE REP VER JQ B/I P/H S/D PTR

Component Description

UID
 

Enter -F or -Fe -D so that the system knows to fetch the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne user ID and
password from a file.
 

PWD
 

Enter the entire path and file name of the text file where the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne user ID and
password reside.
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Submitting Batch Versions Using runubexml  
The runubexml command line requires an XML input file to provide instructions on processing the report. Using this
command is nearly as flexible as submitting a batch process directly within JD Edwards EnterpriseOne. This method
enables you to override: 

• Processing options

• Data selection

• Data sequencing

You must have an XML input file available for each processing variation of each batch version that you want to run.

To use runubexml, you must create an XML input file which provides JD Edwards EnterpriseOne with batch processing
instructions. If you are routinely submitting the same reports with the same options for processing, consider creating
several XML files for each report.

Create and submit an XML file that provides JD Edwards EnterpriseOne with: 

• Your JD Edwards EnterpriseOne user ID.

• Your JD Edwards EnterpriseOne password.

• The JD Edwards EnterpriseOne environment to access.

• The name of the report.

• The name of the batch version to be processed.

The system returns a new XML input file that defines the report version and any associated processing option values.
You can modify this input file and create several variations of it.

You can run the XML input file as often as required. Changing the input file does not modify the batch version that is
saved in JD Edwards EnterpriseOne. The input file only provides the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne batch processing engine
with data; JD Edwards EnterpriseOne does not maintain any connection between the XML input file and the report upon
which it is based. If you modify the report template in JD Edwards EnterpriseOne and you want those modifications to
be reflected in the output you receive with the XML input file, you must either modify the existing input file or generate
a new input file.

Generating and Editing the Input XML File  
You must use a file called jdeRequest.xml to instruct the system to create an XML input file based on a JD Edwards
EnterpriseOne report. If you do not have this file available, run this command: 

runubexml G CREATE_XML jdeRequest.xml

This command generates the jdeRequest.xml file, which appears as: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
  <jdeRequest type="ube" user="MYUSERID" pwd="passward" environment="MYENV" role=
"MYROLE" session="">
 <!--This document is automatically generated by the J.D. Edwards APIs-->
 <ACTION TYPE="CREATE_XML" TEMPLATE_TYPE="LAUNCH_JOB">
  <REPORT_NAME VALUE="MYREPORT"/>
  <REPORT_VERSION VALUE="MYVERSION"/>
  <JARGON_SYSTEM_CODE VALUE="1"/>
  <COMMENTS VALUE="1"/>
  <DATA_TYPING VALUE="1"/>
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  <BUSINESS_VIEW VALUE="0"/>
  <PRINTER_INFORMATION VALUE="0"/>
  <POPULATED VALUE="1"/>
 </ACTION>
 </jdeRequest>

This table describes the modifications required by the jdeRequest.xml file: 

Component Description

user ="MYUSERID"
 

Substitute MYUSERID with your JD Edwards EnterpriseOne user id.
 

pwd = "passward"
 

Substitute passward with your JD Edwards EnterpriseOne password. The password must be submitted
in plain text; therefore, the jdeRequest.xml file should be kept in a secure location on the file system.
 

environment ="MYENV"
 

Substitute MYENV with the name of the appropriate JD Edwards EnterpriseOne environment.
 

role ="'MYROLE"
 

Substitute MYROLE with your JD Edwards EnterpriseOne role.
 

REPORT_NAME VALUE ="MYREPORT"
 

Substitute MYREPORT with the object name of the report, such as R014021, on which to base the
parameters for the XML input file.
 

REPORT_VERSION VALUE =
"MYVERSION"
 

Substitute MYVERSION with the name of the batch version on which to base the parameters for the
XML input file, such as XJDE0001. This is a required value; you cannot base the XML input file on a
report template.
 

JARGON_SYSTEM_CODE VALUE
 

Enter 1 to enable jargon overrides. Enter 0 to disable jargon.
 

COMMENTS VALUE
 

Enter 1 to view XML comments in the xml file. Enter 0 to suppress comments.
 

DATA_TYPING VALUE
 

Enter 1 to view the data type (numeric, alpha, and so on.) populating the fields. Enter 0 to suppress
data type identification.
 

BUSINESS_VIEW VALUE
 

Enter 1 to view which business view columns are being used to generate the report. Enter 0 to suppress
business view data.
 

PRINTER INFORMATION VALUE
 

Enter 1 to view printer information for the printer to be used for the report. Enter 0 to suppress printer
information.
 
Note: Even though print values are displayed in both the jdeRequest.xml and the input XML file, you
cannot override printer values with the XML input file.
 

POPULATED VALUE
 

Enter 1 to populate the resulting XML input file with the settings and options specified for the batch
version. Enter 0 to generate a blank XML input file. Typically, you want to enter 1 in this field.
 

Submitting the XML Input File for Processing  
After you have edited and saved the jdeRequest.xml, run this command:
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runubexml S jdeRequest.xml Filename xml

Substitute Filename with the name that you want to call this file. Oracle recommends naming the file after the report
and version upon which it is based, such as R014021_XJDE0001. The runubexml command submits the jdeRequest.xml
file for processing and returns the input XML file that you require to run the batch job.

At this point, you can edit Filename.xml. For example, you can modify the processing options, data selection, or data
sequencing. Create several input files based on the same batch version with slightly different processing option values.
This saves you time if you run the variations on a regular basis.

Note:  The input XML file is precisely formatted according to JD Edwards EnterpriseOne input specifications. Altering
the format of the file beyond modifying input values might result in errors when the file is run.

Submitting the XML Input File for Running the Batch Job  
After creating, modifying, and saving the XML input file, use this command line to process the batch application that the
file defines:

runubexml S Filename.xml jdeResponse.xml

Substitute Filename with the name that you gave the XML input file. This command submits the XML input file for
processing and returns the results (including error messages) in a file called jdeResponse.xml.

Encrypting the Password Before Submitting Batch Versions Using runubexml  
Starting with EnterpriseOne Tools release 9.1 Update 4, there is a new option available to encrypt the password inside the
input XML file for runubexml. After you edit and save the jdeRequest.xml as explained in the Generating and Editing the
Input XML Filesection, run this command to encrypt the password inside jdeRequest.xml:

runubexml E ENCRYPT_V1 jdeRequest.xml

This option should be run before you run runubexml S. When you use the option runubexml E ENCRYPT_V1, the password
field (pwd=) inside jdeRequest.xml will be encrypted if it is not already encrypted. You can then use this jdeRequest.xml
file with runubexml S option to prepare and submit the batch job.
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9  Reviewing Batch Version Processing

Understanding Resources for Reviewing Reports  
When processing batch versions, you might not always get the results that you expect or the job might encounter an
error during processing. There are several resources that you can use to troubleshoot reports to understand why you
received the results that you did:

• Submitted jobs

• JD Edwards EnterpriseOne BrowsER

• Cover page

• Logs

Using the Submitted Jobs Application  
This section discusses:

• Submitted jobs.

• Submitted jobs for other users.

• Submitted jobs options.

Submitted Jobs  
The Oracle's JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Submitted Jobs application displays batch jobs that have been submitted to
the enterprise server. After you submit a batch version for processing on the enterprise server, you can access the JD
Edwards EnterpriseOne Submitted Jobs application to review the job. The JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Submitted Jobs
application does not display jobs that are submitted locally from the Microsoft Windows client.

From the Microsoft Windows client, access JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Submitted Jobs from the Form menu on the
Work with Batch Versions - Available Version form.

If your system administrator has given you Advanced status, then you can access the Work with Servers form which lists
all servers available for submitting batch jobs. You want to select the same server on this form that you selected when
you submitted the batch version.

From the web client, select Submitted Jobs from the Form menu on the Submit Job - Work with Batch Versions -
Available Version form. The same forms can be accessed by selecting View Job Status on JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
Menu.

If you are an advanced user and have accessed the Work With Servers form, the system directs you to the Submitted
Job Search form. This form displays all of the batch versions submitted to the selected server. This table describes the
options that are available for the review from the Submitted Job Search form:    
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Review Options Description

Queue
 

Indicates the job queue to which the job was submitted.
 

Status
 

Indicates the status of the job, represented by these codes:
 
D = Done
 
E = Error
 
H = Hold
 
P = Processing
 
S = In Queue
 
W = Waiting
 

Description
 

Displays the description of the status code.
 

Priority
 

Indicates the priority of the submitted job. The job priority is a value in the range of 0–9, with 0 being
the highest priority. The default job priority is hard coded as a 5 on the web client. On the Microsoft
Windows client, the default value is also set to 5 but can be modified in the jde.ini:
 

[NETWORK QUEUE SETTINGS]
UBEPriority=5

Type
 

Indicates the type of object, represented by these object codes:
 
001 = Version specifications only— displays when you select Submit Version Specifications Only from
Advanced Version Prompting.
 
PKG = Server package install
 
UBE = Batch job
 

User
 

Indicates the user who submitted the job.
 

Job Details
 

Indicates the details of the job, which includes the name of the report and version submitted.
 

Host
 

Indicates the name of the server used for processing the job.
 

Job #
 

Indicates the number of the job.
 

Environment
 

Indicates the location (environment) of the batch version specifications.
 

Origination Host
 

Indicates the machine from which the job was submitted.
 

Process ID
 

Indicates the process ID that is assigned to the job by the system.
 

Date Job Submitted
 

Indicates the date the job was submitted.
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Review Options Description

Time Job Submitted
 

Indicates the time the job was submitted.
 

Date Last Activity
 

Indicates the last date the job was active.
 

Time Job Activity
 

Indicates the last time the job was active.
 

View Output
 

Displays job maintenance information, such as Job Status, Job Queue, and Job Priority.
 

Print
 

Displays printer selection information and enables you to print the select submitted job.
 

Submitted Jobs For Other Users  
When you access the Submitted Job Search form, the top of the form displays this information:

• The name of the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne server where the jobs were submitted.

• The JD Edwards EnterpriseOne user ID of the person who submitted the jobs.

• The JD Edwards EnterpriseOne job queue where the jobs were submitted.

Typically, the Job Queue field displays an asterisk to display all job queues.

To view jobs submitted by another user, you can enter another user's ID into the User ID field. The option to view jobs
submitted by other users must be enabled in the system.

The permissions for viewing another user's job information is defined in the Submitted Jobs processing option. This
processing option includes a Security tab. If the Security Flag on the processing option is set to 1, users are allowed to
view jobs submitted by other users. If the value is set to 2, users can only view their own jobs. 

Submitted Jobs Options  
On the Submitted Job Search form, you can:

• Place a job on hold.

The batch job does not process until the job is released. You might want to place a job on hold when the batch
job requires a large amount of resources and should not be run during peak business hours.

• Release batch jobs that have been placed on hold.

This enables you to release a job to process during off-peak business hours.

• Change the priority of a batch job.

• Terminate batch jobs.

• View the PDF output.

• View the CSV output.
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You must select the option to export to CSV prior to processing the batch job.

• View OSA

You must select the OSA option prior to processing the batch job.

• View logs to troubleshoot processing issues.

• Print the batch job.

Unless you selected the Print Immediate option for the batch job, the report does not print automatically. This
option sends the batch job to the printer.

Note:  For options that apply to BI Publisher for JD Edwards EnterpriseOne functionality, see   JD Edwards
EnterpriseOne Tools BI Publisher for JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Guide  .

Note:
• See "Working with Servers" in the   JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Administration Guide   .

• See"Getting Started with BI Publisher for JD Edwards EnterpriseOne" in the   JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools BI
Publisher for JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Guide   .

Using Execution Details (P986114A) Utilities  
This section provides an overview of batch processing utilities available in the Execution Details (P986114A) application
and discusses how to access Execution Details utilities.

Understanding Batch Processing Utilities  
The Execution Details (P986114A) application allows access to additional utilities that help access dynamic runtime
information for batch processing. The utilities include:

• Dynamic Logging

This utility enables logging to be turned on or off dynamically at any point during execution.

• Introspection

This utility enables access to dynamic information while a job is processing and gives an interactive display of a
subset of current statistics. It gives users more visibility into the runtime information for reports for timing and
troubleshooting purposes.

• Audit Data

This utility records information about how a job was submitted and the duration it took to process.

Execution Detail information is only available for jobs with status of Done, Processing, or Error. Use this application to
help answer these troubleshooting questions:

• Is the selection criterion not matching output expectations?

• Is the job actively processing?
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• What is the job doing?

• Has the database been updated?

• Can the database be rolled back?

• How many records have been processed?

• What was the last business function that executed?

The Execution Details application is available exclusively as a row exit from the Work With Server Jobs application. Audit
Data, Dynamic Logging and Introspection are available only from within the Execution Details application.

Dynamic Logging  
When Dynamic Logging is enabled, a flag is set. This flag is periodically checked by the engine. When it is read,
Logging is enabled at the full level 6 UBE logging level. Logging for UBE can still be controlled through .ini settings and
submission runtime overrides. This does not replace any current controls, but provides additional points of control.
Turning on logging and introspection impacts performance. Be sure to turn off logging when it is no longer needed.
(See Accessing Execution Details Utilities.)

You can enable Dynamic Logging by clicking the Turn Logging On button on the Submitted Job Execution Detail form.

Introspection  
When Introspection is enabled, the system populates the Introspection Data tab. Introspection data is retrieved from the
batch process on the server.

You can update Introspection data using the Refresh button within the tab area. If introspection information stops
changing when refreshed, then that is the last data to be recorded. In this situation a loop may be occurring. The last set
of data may provide a starting point for debugging.

To enable Introspection in error situations, click the Turn Introspection On button on the Submitted Job Execution Detail
form.

Audit Data  
The other selection tabs available on the Submitted Job Execution Detail form are for audit information and include:

• Audit Data

• Processing Options — used to run the batch job.

• Data Selection — used to run the batch job.

• Data Sequencing — used to run the batch job.

• Report Interconnect — used to run the batch job.

• SQL Statement — generated by the batch job.

Audit data is available for every UBE that gets executed. Audit data is useful for analyzing trends in processing time and
for troubleshooting batch jobs.

Verifying Statuses  
The Verifying Statuses button on the Submitted Job Execution Detail form is used to refresh the statuses for:

• Debug Logging Status

• Introspection Status

• Job Status
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Report Interconnects  
If a report has synchronous sub reports invoked through Event Rules or Business Functions, then when you invoke
Execution Detail for the parent report, it will present a selection screen for parent and child processes. You can choose
which process to view. To select a different report after having selected one, exit the Execution Details form to the
Server Jobs form, and then select the Execution Details form and select the process that you want to view.

When a child process finishes and the parent report is still running, the child process is removed from the available
details list. You can view the child report by clicking Form, Submitted Jobs from the Batch Versions application to select
and display the complete child report. If a report is running a sub-process, Introspection shows the current version and
processes, and will update and follow the process. It dynamically follows the process regardless of the entry point.

Troubleshooting Batch Process Utilities  
If Dynamic Logging or Introspection fails to start, then something is preventing the turn-on flag from being read:

• The process may either be in an unexpected loop or may require extended processing.

• The UBE might be waiting on a locked resource and unable to continue normal processing.

• The server with the IPC mechanism for inter-process communication is not functioning properly.

• The job may have finished processing since the last status refresh.

If failure to start occurs:

1. Look at the logs from the Enterprise Server Kernel processing. This will tell if the network message and inter-
process communication is working. (See Server Manager).

2. Using Server Manager, verify the status of the UBE to see if it is active.

Accessing Execution Details Utilities  
To access Execution Details utilities:

1. On the Batch Versions List application, after you submit a report to the enterprise server, select the Form exit
called Submitted Jobs.

2. After choosing a specific report, select Execution Details in the Row menu.

Accessing BrowsER for Batch Versions  
This section provides an overview of accessing Oracle's JD Edwards EnterpriseOne BrowsER and lists the forms used to
access JD Edwards EnterpriseOne BrowsER.

Accessing BrowsER  
You can use JD Edwards EnterpriseOne BrowsER to view event rules for an entire report or batch version. JD Edwards
EnterpriseOne BrowsER displays the sections of the report in a hierarchical structure. When you expand a section, a
section node and nodes for each object within the section appear. Event rules attached to the section appear under the
section node. All event rules attached to an object display under the appropriate object node.

A plus sign next to a node indicates that there are event rules attached. When you expand a node with a plus sign, a
node for the event on which the event rules are attached appears, also with a plus sign. When you expand the event
node, you can review the event rules attached to the event. You can disable, and enable, event rules from JD Edwards
EnterpriseOne BrowsER. This is useful for troubleshooting event rules for an entire report or batch version.
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Since you can override event rule specifications in a batch version, the event rules could be different than the associated
report template.

Note:
• See"Understanding Logic and Processing", "Working with Event Rules", "Accessing BrowsER for Report

Templates" in the   JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools Report Design Aid Guide   .

Forms Used to Access BrowsER  

Note:  The JD Edwards EnterpriseOne BrowsER options are not available for versions of table conversions.

Form Name FormID Navigation Usage

Work With Batch
Versions - Available
Versions
 

W98305A
 

EnterpriseOne Life
Cycle Tools, Report
Management (GH9111),
 Batch Versions
 

Enter the name of a
batch application and
select from available
batch versions.
 

Advanced Operations
 

W98305J
 

Select Advanced from
the Row menu on
the Work With Batch
Versions - Available
Versions form.
 

Access BrowsER.
 

Browsing
 

N/A
 

Select Report BrowsER
or Version BrowsER
from the Form menu
on the Advanced
Operations form.
 

Review, disable, and
enable event rules in a
report template or batch
version.
 

Reviewing the Cover Page  
This section discusses the cover page.

The Cover Page  
The cover page of a report includes information regarding the report and each section of the report. In Oracle's JD
Edwards EnterpriseOne Report Design Aid (RDA), you can select the items to be included in the cover page on the
report properties form. From the File menu, select Report Properties and on the Properties form, select the Cover Page
Options tab. On the Cover Page Options tab, select the Print Cover Page option to activate the list of items from which
you can select.
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To print the cover page of a report, you must also select the Print Cover Page option on the Version Detail form for
the batch version. The Version Detail form is accessed from the Row menu of the Work with Batch Versions - Available
Versions form.

The cover page prints prior to the report. Once you have selected the Print Cover Page option, the cover page prints
every time that the batch version is submitted on the Microsoft Windows client. You must return to the Version Detail
form to clear the selection if you no longer want the cover page to print.

At the report level, the cover page includes information regarding:  

• Report Properties

• System Properties

• Printer Properties

• Processing Options

• Report Interconnects

At the section level, the cover page includes information regarding:  

• Section Type

• Section ID

• Business View

• Visible

• Conditional/Custom Section

• Font Override (Y/N)

• Color Override (Y/N)

• Objects Detail

Includes a list of all objects included in the section with information about each, such as whether the object is
visible, global, or derived, as well as the object's data type, and alias.

• Data Selection

Indicates the data selection that is defined in the report section. If you do not see the data that you expect
in the report, review the defined data selection; the data selection might not be defined correctly. Pay close
attention to the operators is equal to and is not equal to.

• Data Sequencing

Indicates the data sequencing that is defined in the report section including the field type, sort order, and
whether the field is defined as a level break or a page break.

Report Properties  
The report properties section of the cover page provides this information on the Report Properties defined in the report
template:  

• Print Totals Only (Y/N).

• Print Grand Totals (Y/N).

• Limit number of primary table rows.

If the report does not display as many records as you expect, check if a limit has been set for the number of
primary rows to be fetched.
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• Subsystem (Y/N).

• Data Source.
If the data source has been overridden you might not be accessing the correct database, which could affect the
data displayed in the report.

• Data Target.

• Dynamic Positioning.

System Properties  
The system properties section of the cover page provides this system information:  

• The name of the server the report is using.

• The name of the environment being accessed.

• The name of the path code where the report resides.

• The user ID of the person processing the report.

• The role of the user processing the report
Permissions could be another reason that the data in the report does not meet the expectations. Ensure that
the user ID and role have the correct permissions to access the required data.

• The currency used in the report.

Printer Properties  
The printer properties section of the cover page provides this printer information: 

• The name of the printer to which the report is defined to output.

• The orientation defined for the report, portrait or landscape.

• The width of the page in inches.

• The height of the page in inches.

Processing Options  
The processing options section of the cover page provides the name of the processing option template and the number
of items listed on the template that is attached to the report template. Each item included on the processing option
template are then listed including the description and value of each item. 

Report Interconnects  
The report interconnect section of the cover page provides the number of columns included in the report interconnect.
Each column included in the report interconnect is listed with its description, alias, and value.

Generating and Reviewing Logs from the Microsoft
Windows Client  
This section provides an overview of logs for batch jobs and lists the forms used to generate logs from the Microsoft
Windows client.
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Understanding Logs for Batch Jobs  
When you submit batch versions, you can specify whether you want to generate logs. The logs available are the JDE.log
and the JDEDEBUG.log. These logs enable you to review the processing of the report. You can generate the logs on the
server where the report is processed. 

You can override the report processing location to process the report locally and generate the logs on the workstation.
In this case, the logs are written to the print queue directory on the workstation where the PDF files reside.

The server logs reside in a specific directory on the server. The jde.ini settings determine the location of this directory.
Also, depending on the platform that you use, the jde.ini setting differs slightly. This list provides sample jde.ini settings
for the directory where the report logs reside:   

• IBM i

[INSTALL]
DefaultSystem=E812SYS

Example path: E812SYS\PRINTQUEUE

• UNIX

[INSTALL]
E812=/usr/JDEdwards/output

Example path: /usr/JDEdwards/E812/output/PrintQueue

• Microsoft Windows NT Server

[INSTALL]
E812=d:\JDEdwards\output

Example path: d:\JDEdwards\E812\output\PrintQueue

PrintQueue is the default directory for the UBE log files, which is a subdirectory of the directory that you define in the
jde.ini. You can change the location of this directory as necessary. 

Note:  These jde.ini settings also determine the location where the report output resides after processing. If you set
the jde.ini to save the output for reports, the system saves PDF and CSV files in the PrintQueue folder in the path
specified in the jde.ini.

Forms Used to Generate Logs from the Microsoft Windows Client  

Form Name FormID Navigation Usage

Work With Batch
Versions - Available
Versions
 

W98305A
 

EnterpriseOne Life
Cycle Tools, Report
Management (GH9111),
 Batch Versions
 

Enter the name of a
batch application and
select from available
batch versions.
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Form Name FormID Navigation Usage

Version Prompting
 

W98305D
 

Select a batch version
and click Select on
the Work With Batch
Versions - Available
Versions form.
 

Override data selection
and data sequencing.
Submit batch versions.
 

Advanced Version
Prompting
 

W98305I
 

Click Advanced on the
Form menu on the
Version Prompting form.
 

Select logs to generate
for a single batch
version submission.
 

Printer Selection
 

W986162B
 

Click To Printer on
the Report Output
Destination form when
submitting batch
versions locally.
 
Click Submit on the
Version Prompting form
when submitting batch
versions to an enterprise
server.
 

Select printer options
and submit the batch
version for processing.
 

Submitted Job Search
 

W986110BA
 

Select a batch version
and select Submitted
Jobs on the Form menu
of the Work With Batch
Versions - Available
Versions form.
 

Select a batch job.
 

View Logs
 

W986110BD
 

Select View Logs from
the Row menu of the
Submitted Job Search
form.
 

Select the log to view.
 

Generating and Reviewing Logs from the Web Client  
This section provides an overview of logs generated from the web client and lists the forms used to generate logs from
the web client.

Understanding Logs Generated from the Web Client  
When you submit batch versions from the web client, you can specify whether you want to generate logs. The logs
available are the JDE.log and the JDEDEBUG.log. These logs enable you to review the processing of the report
submitted from the web client.
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Forms Used to Generate Logs from the Web Client  

Form Name FormID Navigation Usage

Submit Job - Work
With Batch Versions -
Available Versions
 

W98305WA
 

EnterpriseOne Menu,
 Submit Job
 

Enter the name of a
batch application and
select from available
batch versions.
 

Submit Job - Version
Prompting
 

W98305WD
 

Select a batch version
and click Select on the
Submit Job - Work
With Batch Versions -
Available Versions form.
 

Override data selection
and data sequencing.
Submit batch versions.
 

Submit Job - Advanced
Version Prompting
 

W98305I
 

Click Advanced on the
Form menu on the
Submit Job - Version
Prompting form.
 

Generate logs for a
single batch version
submission.
 

Submit Job - Printer
Selection
 

W986162B
 

Select Submit on the
Submit Job - Version
Prompting form.
 

Select printer options
and submit the batch
version for processing.
 

Submit Job - Submitted
Job Search
 

W986110BA
 

Select a batch version
and select Submitted
Jobs on the Form
menu of the Submit
Job - Work With Batch
Versions - Available
Versions form.
 

Select a batch job.
 

View Logs
 

W986110BD
 

Select View Logs from
the Row menu of the
Submitted Job Search
form.
 

Select the log to view.
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10  Glossary

business function  
A named set of user-created, reusable business rules and logs that can be called through event rules. Business
functions can run a transaction or a subset of a transaction (check inventory, issue work orders, and so on). Business
functions also contain the application programming interfaces (APIs) that enable them to be called from a form, a
database trigger, or a non-JD Edwards EnterpriseOne application. Business functions can be combined with other
business functions, forms, event rules, and other components to make up an application. Business functions can be
created through event rules or third-generation languages, such as C. Examples of business functions include Credit
Check and Item Availability.

event rule  
A logic statement that instructs the system to perform one or more operations based on an activity that can occur in a
specific application, such as entering a form or exiting a field.

jde.ini  
A JD Edwards EnterpriseOne file (or member for  IBM i ) that provides the runtime settings required for JD Edwards
EnterpriseOne initialization. Specific versions of the file or member must reside on every machine running JD Edwards
EnterpriseOne. This includes workstations and servers.

jde.log  
The main diagnostic log file of JD Edwards EnterpriseOne. This file is always located in the root directory on the primary
drive and contains status and error messages from the startup and operation of JD Edwards EnterpriseOne.

named event rule (NER)  
Encapsulated, reusable business logic created using event rules, rather that C programming. NERs are also called
business function event rules. NERs can be reused in multiple places by multiple programs. This modularity lends itself
to streamlining, reusability of code, and less work.
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printer definition language (PDL) file  
A file that is created from a report's PDF output after being converted to a printer-specific format such as PostScript,
PCL, or line-printer text output.

processing option  
A data structure that enables users to supply parameters that regulate the running of a batch program or report. For
example, you can use processing options to specify default values for certain fields, to determine how information
appears or is printed, to specify date ranges, to supply runtime values that regulate program execution, and so on.
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